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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
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The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 OPA

Telephones:

Southampton 20855 (STD 0703)
West End 4651 (STD 04218)
after 7 p.m.

1975 CATALOGUE
NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL

LATE OCTOBER. PRICE
TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Directors:

NEVILLE DICKINSON M.I.C.M.

RICHARD 'DICK' HIGGS D.Art.

The current full and exciting listings of two popular ranges

MYTHICAL EARTH
1  Man Ore with Sword
2 Wood Elf with Bow

3 Strip of 2 dwarfs
4 Wizard

5  Elf
6  Strip of 3 Hobbits
7 Wood Elf with Sword

8 Mounted Wizard
9 Man Ore with Axe

10 2 mounted Hobbits
11 Large Troll with Club
12 2 Small Trolls
13 2 Armoured Dwarfs
14 Large Wolf
15 Mounted Goblin with Axe
16 Mounted Goblin with Sword
17 Large Huon
18 Small Huon

19 Rohan Lancer

20 Rohan Horse Archer
21 Dunland Spearman
22 Dunland Axeman

23 True Ore Archer

24 True Ore Swordsman

25 Harad Spearman
26 Harad Mounted Lancer

27 Southron Spearman
28 Southron Mounted Swordsman
29 Pukelman

30 Balrog

31 Hill Troll
32 Skeleton Man
33 Ithilien Spearman
34 Ithilien Archer

35 Gondor Citadel Guard
36 Beorn Bearman
37 Large Ent
38 Small Ent
39 Giant
40 Giant Spider
41 Man Ore with Spear
42 Barrow Wight
43 Gondor Spearman
44 Gondor Swordsman
45 True Ore Sword and Shield
46 Elf King
47 Mounted Elf

48 Hobbit Archer
49 Gondor Knight
50 Goblin Spearman
51 Frogman
52 Black Rider

53 Ranger Swordsman
54 Ranger Spearsman
55 Dwarf King and Standard Bearer
56 Goblin with Spear, Shield and Bow
57 Ringwraith and Nazgul
58 Eagle
60 Horse for Skeleton Man

SCIENCE FICTION
1  Terresti Eonhover Vehicle
2 Terresti Amphibian, Laser ... ' ...
3 Aquila Death Angel
4 Vertos Robotic Alien

5 Cehan Fishtoid, laser
6 Giant Insectoid from Cehan
7 Vertos Hoboman
8 Aquila Starman
9 Earth Federation Spaceman with Launcher
10 Earth Federation Spaceman with Laser
11 .Cehan Pinhead with laser rifle
12 Cehan Pinhead Commander
13 Cehan Pinhead with Death Spray
14 Terresti Eonhover with Heavy laser
15 Terresti Mad Rider
16 Terresti Mad Rider's Mount

17 Cehan Control Centre
18 Aquila lite-man
19 Aquila Dream-man
20 Terresti Eonhover Vehicle Driver
21 Terresti Eonhover Heavy Laser Operator
22 Terresti Mad Rider King
23 Aquila Underling with Club
24 Aquila Underling Leader with Axe
25 Vertos Robotic Brain Control
26 Vertos Roboman Commander
27 Vertos Robotic Commander
28 Cehan Pinhead Firing Laser Rifle
29 Cehan Pinhead Firing Death Spray
30 Earth Federation Magnocraft and Driver (4 pieces)
31 Earth Federation Conscript with Sonic Gun
32 Earth Federation Conscript Captain

COMING VERY SOON - OVER 125 AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE FIGURES

COMING SOON - NEW SWORD & SORCERY RANGE, AMERICAN CIVIL AND SEVEN
YEARS WARS

The exclusive and competent manufacture of our figures in the U.S.A. Capably by

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD. INC.
BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 tel sm-sss siee

U.S.A.

CATALOG

$1.25



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES

Illustrated
is model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents: 200 airbrush, air
line, power pack connector, 4
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee. £19.54

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line, power pack connector, 2
jars, instruction leaflet. £5.05

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun,
airline power pack connector, t
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet.

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air
Compressor with adaptor

£37.50

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with lid

19p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.1

10 ft. air hose £2.16
50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69
100 XF Super fine line Air

brush with cup £25.r
100 IL Super fine line Air

brush with jar £25.i.
20oz. propellant £1
12or. propellant 70r
BADGER PRESS & PAINT
250 gun, connector & Hose

-1-4 Patra paints, 1 thin
ner £6.69

KING WHITE FIGURES 54mm
German Figures 22 Afrika Corps NCO arm raised

Infantry", rifles sung 23 NCO Paratrooper kneeling wit
Officer, peaked cap walking out small arms
dress 24 Afrika Corps Infantryman
Afrika Corps Infantryman, advanc- advancing with brief case
ing, shorts 25 Officer peaked cap binoculars
Paratrooper, kneeling with small 26 Paratrooper with chu^
arms 27 Infantry Officer pointing
NCO Paratrooper, kneeling auto 28 NCO at ease
weapon • 29 Infantryman rifle slung29 Infantryman rifle slung

30 OffiInfantry Officer pointing
Officer forage cap, pointing
Afrika Corps Infantryman
advancing
NCO at ease

cer forage cap pointing
31 Paratrooper small arms
32 Paratrooper grenade throwing
Japanese
Infantryman aiming rifle No. 14

10 Afrika Corps Infanrtyman arm British Figures _
raised 15 Infantryman aiming bren

11 Afrika Corps Infantryman despatch 16 Infantryman sten gun kneeling
case 17 Lieutenant small arms

12 Paratrooper at ease 18 Infantryman sten gun standing
13 Paratrooper throwing grenade 19 Infantryman grenade stance
20 Paratrooper grenade stance 46p each
21 Afrika Corps Infantryman shorts

FURTHER BRITISH 8c U.S. FIGURES AVAILABLE SHORTLY

NEW

AIRCRAFT KIT
L.S. l/72nd scale

Willow Type 93 Intermediate
Trainer with floats 75p
Willow Type 93 Intermediate
Trainer with wheels

AIRFIX l/24th scale
Harrier GR-1 £4.31

l/72nd scale
Lockheed F-BOC Shooting
Star 28p
Piper Cherokee Arrow li

22p

HA5EGAWA l/32nd scale
P.26A Peashooter £1.62

ITALAERI l/72nd scale
Cant 2501 £1.62

REVELL l/32nd scale
Me 262 Nightfighter £1.62
Tristar LlO-11 £1.62

MATCHBOX l/72nd scale
Dornier Skyservant 51p
Buccaneer 51p

AURORA l/48th scale
Aircraft Collector series:
8op each; Sopwith; Nleu-
port 2BC; Boeing F4B-4;
Fokker E 111; Fokker EV.
98p each: Boeing P26A;
Halberstadt; Breguet 14;
Albatross.
£1.28 each: De Havilland
DH ID; Gotha GV.

K.P. Czechoslovakian l/72nd
Aero L-29 Delfin
Avia B.534
llyushin ll-lO/Avla B-33 La

Mlg 19 ONLY
Letov S 328 52p
La.7 EACH

AIRMODEL
159 Vickers Valetta £1.12
169 Heinkel He 119 £1.08

NEW KITS
A.F.V.

ITALAERI l/35th scale
Elephant £2.89

TAMIYA
Italian Fiat Ansaldo
M13/40 £1.48
German 8 wheel Armoured
Car Sd.Kfz. 232 £2.77

NICHIMO l/35th scale
Panzer Kpfw 1V/F2 Medium
tank £3.4.
US Army Medium tank
Sherman M4A1 £3.01

E.S.C.I. I/72nd scale
Hanomag Sd. 251/1 50p
PzKpfw 111 Ausf M 50p

HASEGAWA l/72nd
T.34 Mentor 50p

FUJIMI l/76ti.
Elephant 59,
T.34 55p

MATCHBOX A.F.V's
Panther 28;-
Comet 28^
Sherman Firefly

SPECIAL OFFER
Get these pair of ESCI
Plastic kits of W.W.II
bikes in 1/9th scale at

under half price.
Pair 'A'

BMW 75 with sidecar.
Harlay Davidson WLA
4S.

Pair *8'
Zundarr KS750 with

sidecar.

BMW R75 A1 Solo.
Either pair for only

£3.70

LIQU-A-PLATE
NOW IN FIVE COLOURS 1!! i

1. Aluminium plate.

2. Dark Anodic Grey (or steel) to simulate dark
anodised panels as on Boeing 247D airliner
or steel parts of any model.

3. Titanium. Matched to real panels of flying
aircraft. For Models of F-100 Super Sabre,
F-4E Phantom 11, etc., rear sections.

4. Jet exhaust. Matched to real flying aircraft,
a very dirty dark brown-brown grey colour
for jet aircraft.

5. Bronze. Matched to the shade of a new
Bristol radial engine nose exhaust collection
ring, such as on Beaufighter.

FOR USE WITH SPRAY GUNS, Badger, etc.
They may be left dull or polished to the degree
of lustre required. They are Intermlxable and in
jars. After spraying and/or polishing the model
can be sealed with the special sealer.
LIQU-A-PLATE, state colour 70p
SEALER per jar 70p

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third edition 90p

1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
I2V2 and 15mm figures 60p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based on
the Infantry scale for 54mm figures

each 60p

1925-1950 Armour/infantry. Has pro
visions for all aspects of tactical
land action. For '20' figures and
models 90i-.

Reference Books

Armies of the Macedonian 8c Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Armies St Enemies of Imperial Rome
1508C-AD600 £1.71

NEW CAMEO FIGURES

54mm
CAl W.S. Churchill
CA6 Baron von RIchthofen
CAS General Patton
CA9 Luftwaffe pilot
CAIO Roughrlder
88p each

54mm Scale

DIORAMA ACCESSORIES
each sheet of white polystyrene app.
12 in. X 6 In. (except Sheet AA8)
AAl Paving stones
AA2 Random cobble stones
AA3 Stone walls
AA4 Rocks and boulders
AA5 6 bases 2 in. x 2 in. for foot

figures plus rocks and boulders
AA6 4 bases 4 In. x 2V2 in. for

mounted figs plus tree stump and
fallen tree

AA7 2 bases for small diaramas
AAB Country Lane 18 In. x 8 In.

(ideal for Historex gun team or
1/35 scale armour 42p

AA9 Regular cobble stones with
Central Guiiey

AAIO Cobble stones with pavement
and kerbstones

AAl Stone bricks
All above 27p each

B.M.W. HAVE NOW ADDED

A HOME TRADE ORDER

DEPARTMENT

for personal service to every
small retailer. Other B.M.W.
Depts are:

OVERSEAS
Retail Mail Order
Trade Orders

HOME
Re'^ail Mali Orders
Trade Orders

and naturally, visitors are always
welcome to
OUR SHOP

1000 BC, AD 500 Anc
Naval 65p

Bomber Pilot 1916-18 C.P.O.
Bartiett £3.15

FLYPAST
Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6. 7,
8, 10 95p each

Profile Panzer Divs. of
W.W.II £1.25

Loco Bound Volumes 3,
4  £5.25 each

PURNELL REPRINTS
The First Warplanes 45p
The Tank Story 45p
1939/45 Warplanes 45p
Warships of W.W.I 45p
The Big Guns 45p
Heraldry of War 45p
Weapons of the Israeli-Arab
War 55p

Bombers 1914-39 55p
Bombers 1939-45 55p
Infantry at War 1939-45 55p
The First Submarines 60p

BOOKS

IAN ALLAN
Mustang at War £3.95
Typhoon St Tempest at War

£4.2.^

Civil Aircraft 1975 £2.75
Civil Aircraft Markings 4Sp
The Churchill £3.15
Battle of the Coral Sea £2.95
Marta Striking Forces £2.60
Napoleon Army £3.15
Military Dress of the
Peninsular War £5.95

Aero Books
Checkertail Clan (The 325th

Fighter Group) £1.80
Luftwaffe in W.W.II £1.80
US Army Air Forces In the

Pacific £1.80
The RAAF & RZAF in the

Pacific £1.80
Flying Leathernecks in
W.W.II £1 •

The Skybird Group, 353
Fighter Group £1.80

The Fortunes of War
492nd Bomb Group £1.8.

Douglas TBD-1 Devastator
£1.20

Grumman TBF/TBM
Avenger £1.0

DUCIMUS
Insignia of the 3rd Reich

£2.00
Camouflage and Markings
No. 2 35p

Model and Kit Review
No. 2 50p

SHIP DATA No. 2 USS
Alabama £1.20

Setting up a War Games
Campaign £1.60

Armies/Enemies Ancient
Egypt Assyria £2.30

The Finest WRITING & PAINTING BRUSHES
A.B.M.W. direct import from Japan

FINE BRUSHES FS 20p FM 25p FL 30p
FLATS F2 20p F4 22p F6 24p
ROUNDS RO 15p R1 l6p R2 17p R4 18p
MIXED SET Or 5 BRUSHES AS PACKED 98p

E.S.C.I. DECALS

NEW 50p each

DOUBLE ENVELOPE

NATIONAL INSIGNIA

99 Greece, Finland,
Norway, Pakistan,
Portugal, Poland,
Israel, U.A.R.,
Canada, Czechoslovakia

100 Albania, Austria,
Bulgaria, Rumania,
Sweden, United
Nations, Spain,
Yugoslava, Switzerland,
India, Jordan.

101 F84F, RF-B4F.

102 East Germany, Turkey,
China, North Vietnam,
Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, Denmark,
Germany.

103 Italy, France, Thailand,
Cambodia, Lebanon,
Mexico, FhilKplnes,
Leopoldvllle, Brazzaville,
Libya.

104 USA. Douglas A26
Invader.

AIRMODEL KITS
304 Grumman TBM
148 Heinkel He70F

3WSU Avenger 87p
Blitz 87p

165 Grumman AF2W
and S Guardian 87p

159 Vickers Valetta £1.12
168 Hunting Pembroke £1.14
148 MacDonald RF-48,

C.E. Sikorsky H-34
(S.58) 36p

153 Piasecki (Vertol)
H21 63p

139 Grumman FllF-1
Tiger 82-

303 Gurmman Cougar El.OO
255 Blohm 8( Voss

BV222A Wiking £4.50
303 Junkers' Ju88 50p
201 Junkers Ju67A 56p
205 Grumman E-10

Tracer £1.80
204 Grumman

SE2 Tracker
CIA Trader £1.80

160 Curtiss SBC-4
Helldlver 87p

L86 Boeing 850 £2.50
L54 Skynight Douglas

F302 £1.08
181 Junkers Ju 86 £2.27
164 Martin AM-1

Mauler 97p
169 Helnkel He 119 £108

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd.. Wimbledon. London. S.W.I9. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



PETITE PRECISION

NOW OBTAINABLE

AT

VICTORS HOBBIES,

JOHANNESBURG,

S.A.

On Nov. 9-10th at the

Lancastrian Hall,

Swinton, Manchester,
we shall be on display
and demonstration at

the Northern Militaria.

a power tool for the modeller

Diameter:

33 mm

Length:
125 mm

Torque:
106 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v.
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied In a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case - for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES - Complete SUPER-30 kit as Illustrated (less batteries,
30 tools) ^4.00 30p p.p.30 tools)
MR £3. II Drill Stand

.Drill only
.50 17p p.p.

£6.65 25p p.p.

SUPER-10 Kit In 9^ X 2 X 4 In. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. Drill shown in
stand

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit in
case showing apace for
stand

Sole Distributors :

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Tei: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form
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Comet tank breaking out
of Weser Bridgehead.
The PK-72 Comet MK-1 tank shown here was issued to the

11th Armoured Division in December 1944. In March 1945 the Division
moved forward to the Weser Bridgehead on the Rhine. By the end of the
war in Europe they had advanced as far as the Baltic coast at Lubeck.

Note the highly detailed finish of this l-76th scale plastic model kit.
The turret rotates, the gun elevates, even the main hatch opens.
You get easy fitting clip-on tracks too - no heat sealing is necessary!

The Comet comes with a choice of two decals, those of the 2nd Fife
and Forfar Yeomanry, and those of the 1st Royal Tank Regiment. A special
feature is the realistic DIORAMA battle display which adds extra life and
drama to the finished model. V
Although the model comes
two authentic colours, The Comet MK-1 tank
two camouflage paint 1 is one of a whole

1  1 • j series of newplans are supplied. "MATCHBOX"
This kit IS the military kits - ask
only model of the for them at
Comet MK-1 tank

you can buy. ^ Price 30p*

•rcfoniincndfd rctai! price at lime ofijoint; to press. "MAIT'l IliOX" is the registeredlYade Markofl.esney Products & Co. Ltd.. London E9 5PA.



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA
NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers
£8.20. FORGE only £3.00. 742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed
jacket and hungarian boots, 1812-1813 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods
Elite or Centre Co available £1.65 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-
1815. Master Artificer and Artificer in full dress 80p each. Smith working
at anvil, Assistant Smith operating bellows. Artificer carrying bucket and
tools, pack of three only £1.65. We carry a large stock of Historex kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p, posi Bp, spares list free (send S.A.E.)
HISTOREX, Mounted figures £1.65. Foot figures 80p. We stock all the kits
and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London and Surrey. Cata
logue 90p (post 8p). Spares list (free, send S.A.E.). NEW FIGURES AND
EQUIPMENT FROM HISTOREX, CAMPAIGN, FORGE, with complete tool
kit £3.00, SMITH, ASSISTANT SMITH and ARTIFICER alt in working tenue
with trousered legs ~ three figures in one packet. £1.65 LANCERS DE BERG
Officer - Trooper - Trumpeter, all mounted £1.65 each.
SERIES 77. Stage 14. PRUSSIAN HEAVY CAVALRY 1900.
14/1 Trumpeter Saxon Carabinier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/2 Standard Bearer Garde Du Corps (Parade Dress)
14/3 Adjutant Line Cuirassier Regt. (Overcoat)
14/4 Officer Garde Du Corps (Gala Dress)
14/5 Trooper Garde Cuirassier Regt. (Parade Dress)
14/6 Sergeant Major Line Cuirassier Regt. (Peaked Cap)
14/7 Officer Live Cuirassier Regt. (Undress Uniform)
Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits
Foot £1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.
TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French
Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20. Mounted: 13c Knight
£2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC
£4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50. NEW. Polish Winged Hussar
£3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.

STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted
kits, also 90mm figures, 25p (post 5p), 30mm list 15p (post 5p). Prices
54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures £2.95, 30mm figures
15p foot, 60p mounted.

PHOENIX. 54mm Regency Period figures (1800-1820) all at £1.32 each, see
September issue for full list or send for catalogue 40p (post 8p.)
MEN 0' WAR. All in stock at £2.50 each.

LASSET. New British Peninsular. Light Company. L650 Officer in shako.
L652 Sergeant. Battalion Company. L655 Officer in cocked hat. L657

Sergeant. L659 Private Grenadier Company. L662 Sergeant. L663 Drummer.
L664 Private. Fusiliers. L667 Sergeant. L668 Drummer. L669 Private. Britsh
Waterloo. Grenadiers. L702 Sergeant. L704 Private. ALL at £1.20 each.
SANDERSON. New Press Gang Figures all in stock. Also all the rest of
Sanderson range, see Greenwood & Ball advertisement for details.
CAMEO. CA1 Churchill. CA2 Goering. CA3 MacArthur. CA4 Eisenhower.
CA5 Mussolini. CA6 Von Richthofen. CA7 Lee. CAS Patton. CA9 Luftwaffe
Pilot. CAMEO AND SANDERSON 54mm 95p each. The NEW GREENWOOD
& BALL CATALOGUE at 40p (post 8p) lists all the LASSET, SANDERSON,
CAMEO and GARRISON figures.
HINCHLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as they
are released, see HINCHLIFFE advertisement in this issue, or send for the
new catalogue 50p (post 8p) or the current White List 6p (post 5p).
MINOT. 30mm S.A.E. for free list.

AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle and
Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant - Superior 90s and Little General -
all stocked - but as figures are coming and going all the time please place
specific order and if we have in stock we'll put on one side or order it for
you.

PAINTED FIGURES. We have a number of Stadden 90mm Series 77 foot
and mounted, also two one-off German 90mm and one 80mm. German
Cavalry Officer - 1 only Phoenix 30mm and a diorama of a bawdy tavern
scene with 12 Sanderson Cavalier figures in Perspex box by Peter Allen at
£40.00. Send S.A.E. for full list and prices.

OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue 75p, post 5p). S.E.G.O.M.
(free list, post 4p). Ensign Miniatures.

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, -o
over £4 free, add 15p for orders CC
under £4. Overseas Mai) (surface) -g
add 20 per cent to order total. ^15

SHOP HOURS: 9.15 to 6.00.
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00

Closed Mondays.

NO PARKING RESTRICTIONS.
Come and look us over - we
specialise in figures and things to

aid the modeller.

ISO' TOWI8T
5'JSS" Wickham Rd

f  (fllQ MICRO-ARflOIJll

UK10

(Churchill III)
G6

(Tiger IE) R2

(T34/85)

G22

(PzKpfw IV/F2)

!  fMlPilf

(Panther G)

SEA/D 6 PENCE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTING

GHQ put in the details that others leave out
vw SCALE MICRO-ARMOUk ® GiMI

New Hope Design-Rothbury-Northumberland NE65 7QJ- t
i



15 Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London S.W.7

Telephone; 01-584 2758

AVALON HILL boxed wargames from stock

Tactics II

Gettysburg

D-Day

Waterloo

Stalingrad

Africa Korps

Midway

Battle of the Bulge

Blitzkreig

Panzer Blitz

Luftwaffe

Origins of (V.W.II

France 1940

Richthofens War

1776 American War of

Independence

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10.00-6.30. Sun. 2.00-5.00

stock

3.90 * Jutland 5.35)* These new
4.90 Anzlo 74 5.35) items

4.90 Panzer Leader 5.35) available

4.90 Chancellorsville '74 5.35) mid November

4. 90 Alexander the Great 5,35) Please order

4.90 * The Third Reich 6.50) now.

4.90

4. 90 WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP

6.35

5.90 Decline and Fall 3.30

5.90 Seastrike 3.90

5. 90

5.90 Please add 30p postage and packing

5. 90 to all games.

6. 50 We also stock all Wargaraes Research Group
Rules and books.

Now available at last full raage of 285th G.H.Q. Micro Armour. Send S.A.E.
for list. Also new Heroics, NATO etc.

From Profile of Windsor

Panzer Divisions
OF WORLD WAR II

Part 1

'Only Movement brings Victory'

The achievements of German Armour

by Brigadier H. B. C. Watkins

Part 2

Brief History of the Panzer Divisions
by Duncan Crow

'Only movement brings victory': the title epitomises the
spirit and tactical philosophy of the German armoured
troops between 1919 and 1945, coming as it does from
an article on the use of armour published in October 1937
in the journal of the National Union of German Officers.
Here is a masterly narrative written with complete
objectivity, by a Staff Officer who fought against the
mythical 'Panzers'.

A lucid and very readable text traces the development
and use of German Armour from 1919 to 1945.
Duncan Crow has added a brief history of and listed the
units in each Panzer and Panzer SS Division. 64 pages:
Over 80 pictures: 12 maps: Index.
The text of this book was originally contained in our
publication 'Armoured Fighting Vehicles of the World,
Volume 5: German AFVs of World War II'.
It is now published separately in response to
popular demand.

ISBN 0 85383 090 8
Price UK £1.25 USA $3.95

Coming Shortly:
Aircraft 262 Republic P47n Thunderbolt
AFV/Weapons 65 PT-76

Obtainable from your usual book/model shop or
in case of difficulty write to

Profile Publications Ltd.,
Coburg House, Sheer Street, Windsor, Berks. SL4 1EB

Profil'e P^uwlcations Ltd., P.O. Box 2368, Culver City, California 90230
Canadian readers: . ^ • mioi tvA
Academy Products, 51 Millwick Drive, Weston, Ontario Wi9L 1Y4
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EDITORIAL

Veil, 1 suppose I asked for it
and rather led with my chin when I
attempted to be highly ironical and 1^-
write a satirical last-but-one para- .. 1- ' ' ̂
graph in last month's Editorial. To ^ —, ' •• ' '"
make the point that the Newsletter 'L.-* "
cannot possibly cover every minor .
campaign of military history, 1 in-

supposedly i ^
(tbait a couple of most minor and obscure ^
campaigns. The first was the Carlist ARMY HELICOPTER EXERCISE IN FliEHGH PYRENEES
Wars and for the second I thumbed

through the pages of Bupuy's Encyclo- During Exercise "Horn Beak" in the French Pyrenees, Squadron
paedia of Military History to find Sergeant Major Harold De-St-Croix of 653 Squadron, Army Air Corps,
something really out-of-the-run and makes radio contact with his base. In the background is one of
came up with the Peruvian Invasion of the Squadron's Scout helicopters.
Bolivia in I84I. Subscriber T.Hooker, (■v. 1 • j • • .. . t., -..t ■ t • \
being not only well informed but also permission of Army Public Relations).
well intentioned, seemingly took me
seriously as his letter in our correspondent pages indicates! Anyway, to all those characters labouring under
the pseudonym of Major Jump, you can now set about re-enacting this little known South. American conflict. To
friends and sympathisers of Otis Eggthymer, the Carlist Vifars will be covered in a much later issue of Wargamer'
Newsletter.

In mid-October, a group of seven Members of the Wessex Military Society went along to the Royal Military
Academy at Sandhurst, where (by courtesy of Paddy Criffiths, David Chandler and others) we fought a wargame
against some of the Staff and Cadets. The chosen battle was that of Leuthen, where on 5 December 1757,
Frederick the Great's Prussians soundly defeated the Austrian Army. At Sandhurst in 1974, the Austrians
(handled by the Wessex Military Society) refused to be defeated and emerged victorious from the tight fought
battle. The significant points that arose from this epic six-hour affair are that the battle was fought on a
vast "table" 36' by 24' which covered the entire floor of the lecture hall with the six-aside wargamers tread

ing warily among the villages, roads, etc. This made for some most realistic wargaming with formations, in
authentic fashion, marching madly for at least three hours from one part of the field to another - the Austrian
Reserves did not even get into the battle! Over and above all the tactical technicalities, must be recorded
the fact that this tightly fought encounter between some pretty experienced wargamers was carried off without
a trace of arguments or acrimony. A most enjoyable time was had by all - not only on the wargames "table" but
also at lunch and dinner in the Mess. If there are any drill halls in yottr area it might not be too difficult
to persuade the Commanding Officer of an Army Cadet Force that a vast wargame stretching right across the floor
would not only interest his Cadets but would also provide a fine opportunity for some really full-scale war-
gaming. After all, did not the immortal Fletcher Pratt enliven the Naval wargames scene by vast battles on the
floors of American armouries (the trans-Atlantic counterpart to our drill halls). Anyway, I have thrown the
idea to you and leave it to your undoubted ingenuity and acumen (nod, nod, wink, wink).
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Just recently my attention has turned to board war-
gaming, which has the great virtue of enabling a game to
be left in situ with a minimum disturbance to domestic life.
Avalon Hill's ANZIO game, covering the course of the 2nd
World War 1943-45 Italian campaign, has provided the oppor
tunity for this foray into a new field. "A complex study
in frustration" the blurb calls it - just like the real
thing. But, to a wargamer, determined to master the initi
ally daunting intricacies of the rules, it becomes an
absorbing pursuit. How to perfect a winning strategy with
in the demanding limitations of weather, terrain, rates of
fortification, shipping shsrtages, diminishing replacements,
and enforced withdrawals of key divisions to less forgotten
fronts - that is the question. Only in the intense planning
and execution of calculated risks can the answers be attain

ed. It certainly compels a tactician to practice his art
within a realistic and fairly comprehensive strategic pers
pective. In the campaign to date, the Germans have their
work cut out to stem the onslaught of audacious, confident,
and well reinforced Allied forces which never look back

after making a successful initial invasion in the home area.

Board wargames of this type add a new facet to the
hobby, and, once conversant with the ground-rules, the
discerning player can always modify the existing rules to
eliminate what he judges to be irrational bias. Re can also
introduce factors neglected by the makers - e.g. no provi
sion is made in this game for supporting naval firepower,
which undoubtedly helped deter Gorman counter-attack on the
northern coastal sector of the Anzio beach'head.

ooOoo---

■tULB. OF TH;J MONTH

To simulate the slower thinking, inferior discipline and inadequate training of low-quality troops, such
as Militia, rule that the first third of their game-move is forfeited when making any decision to counter a
tactical situation in which they are involved. This time/distance lag represents their slower reaction and
movement.

—-ooOoo

There is many a boy here today who looks on war as all glory, but, boys, it is all hell.

General Sherman (in 1880).

ooGoo---

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH

Is there any way of un-clogging (or otherwise restoring to working condition) the aerosol sprgys on cans
of paint? Once left for a while, even after clearing the hole after use, they just seem to become unworkable.

ooOooOOO

A rather singular aspect of wargaming peculiar to those who fight in the Ancient and Mediaeval periods who,
without seeming at all incongruous, accept that battles can take
place between armies of widely diverging periods, so that Persians
and Romans clash or armies will fight each other with both con-
taining a colourful mixture of differing periods. This might be POR WARGAMES COLLECTOR'S
due to a mental telescoping of the centuries B.C. and A.D. but it
is not a habit common to other wargaming periods. One never hears
of a Napoleonic force taking on a Marlburian army or the Hussite FOR ALL THINGS COLLECTABLE
wagon forts taking on the Prussians of Frederick the Great - al- EMPLOY AMD FM inv TWC ccpx/ircc r.c
though the tactics of the former might well have stood this test civirnjr mnu tlUJOY THE SERVICES OF
of time. an expert.

STEPHEN P. WRIGHT
The Wakefield Coin and Stamp Centre
7 Silver Street, Wakefield. Tel. 72510

CLOSED WEDNESDAY



BOARDGAME - THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

(Given with Strategy and Tactics Ho. 4?)

Reviewed by Ian Fole^

The game covers many of the overall strategic considerations that arose in the American Civil War, It is
playable, entertaining and instructive. Once the somewhat wordy and voluminous rules (together with the
various proof reading errors) have been digested the game can come alive.

The movement rules provide the usual terrain restrictions and a seasonal variation in the movement allow
ance together with realistic rail movements. The Union capacity for sea lifting land forces obliges the CSA
player to guard ports and the South's long Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coastline. The Union sea and river
forces movement up tidal and navigable rivers in the South effectively limit and blockade the movement of CSA
reinforcements to critical areas. Unlike many other boardgames the Zones of Control do not provoke combat but
merely have a slowing up effect on the movement of enemy forces.

Combat can be initiated at the choice of the player and then he can select approximately the amount of
casualties he wishes to sustain. Historically combat resulted in similar casualty rates being sustained by
both attacker and defender. The great consumer of resources to the attrition rule which reflects disease and
desertion. It occurs in the Summer and Autumn quarters of each year and perhaps shows the numbers of young
lads who drifted back to their farms to help with harvesting. The stacking of units causes high attrition
rates symptomatic of the epidemics that could break out with high concentrations of people.

The Command Control rules introduce an interesting aspect of the Civil War. It reflects the greater co
hesion of the CSA forces and the lack of it on the Union side. The Northern player will perhaps share the
frustration that Lincoln felt when as much as half the Union land forces fail to respond to strategic initia
tives. The command figures introduce those leaders capable of welding forces into effective fighting units
like Lee or Grant. However, the casualty rate of these command figures seems to be unduly high for there is
a six to one chance of them being killed, "^he game designer must have had an affection for Admiral David G.
Farragut who cannot be killed. Why shoulu he be immortal? The greatest drawback to the command control rule
is that land forces on an East West defence line can all be frozen whereas those on a North South defence line

have a greater opportunity of moving.

The sequence of play is useful in that it helps to sort out a complex game into logical and clearly de
fined steps. This may detract from the playability and slow the game down. The mix of playing pieces is some
what poor especially for the Southern player who needs to construct ports and garrison them with unit one com
bat pieces. There are just not enough to go round and the players must resort to using additional hand 'coined!
pieces. The double match rule simulates accurately the steamroller effect of Sherman's march to the sea. The
various other rules place the game in its historical context such as the limited CSA supply capacity, the need
for Union Railway conversion units to convert Confederate gauge railways to Union, the Kentucky Neutrality rule
and the Union sympathetic areas in Virginia and Tennessee.

Playability is a balance between historical accuracy and amount of mental effort required of the players.

Each city has the intrinsic defence value of one combat unit. Each State which if its borders are violated
by the enemy can raise a militia of one combat unit. Reinforcements are arbitrarily raised at certain points on
the North and South. Surely some cities having larger populations could have larger intrinsic defence values?
Are Richmond, Atlanta or Seiina all identical cities? Also the States populations varied from one to another,
hence the militias raised would vary.

However, the game strikes a good balance between playability and historical accuracy and these inconsist-
ancies are not too annoying. The scenarios could be more ambitious such as British military and naval inter
vention on behalf of the South. But this could be left up to the inventiveness of individual players. In
summary the game is thoroughly enjoyable and worth playinfe.

BOOK REVIEWS (Continued from Pagegg.)

prize the winning above the game itself. They are "reference-rules" which means that it is necessary to
constantly turn to the various paragraphs to find out what happens next. In this they would seem to be full
and highly explanatory - as they must be to avoid argument! I imagine they will give an excellent and realis
tic game but you may need patience to use them. Their price is extremely reasonable in these hard times.

Ml
EASY TO MAKE AND CONVERT—FUN TO COLLECT

Historically accurate kits consisting of finely
detailed components moulded in various plas
tics, and where appropriate, helmets and breast
plates are metal-plated. Some kits'contain wool
and fabrics to make helmet crests and plumes.
With a little ingenuity the figures can be ani
mated into almost apy posture. The kits are
easy to assemble and are ideal for both the
expert and novice, provided you use the COR
RECT adheslves and paints. Coloured prints
are included with all kits.

Price 50p plus U.K. postage and packing 10p
for 1 kit, plus 2p for each additional kit.

HELMET ADHESIVE 10p per tube

For overseas postage and packing add 20% (surface
mail). Send postal orders, cheques or international
money orders to:

54inm Model Soldier Kits
HELMET PRODUCTS, BETCHWORTH,

SURREY, ENGLAND
* Only order kits marked with'an asterisk

British Life Guards 1815
British Innisklllina Dragoon 1815
I he o-ots Greys 1815
French Line Dragoon Trooper 1803-15
French Line Dragoon OfHcer 1803-15
Russian Heavy Cavalry 1812-15
French Carabinier Ofncer 1810-15
French Carabinier Trooper 1810-15
French General Cuirassiers 1810-15
French Empress Dragoon 1806-15
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter 1806-15
French Horse Grenadier 1807-15
French Cuirassiers OfRcer 1810-15
Frencti Cuirassiers Trooper 1803-15
French Cuirassiers Trumpeter 1807-15
French Line Lancers 1811-15
1st Polish Guard Lancers 1809-15
2nd Red Guard Lancers 1810-15
British 17th Lancers Crimea 1854
British 17th Lancers Parade 1846-55
British l()th Hussar 1815
British 18th Hussar 1809-15
British Light Dragoons 1612-15
French Hussars 1607-15
Chasseurs of Guard 1804-15
British Officer RHA 1800-15
Black Brunswick Hussar 1815

INFAISTTRY
British Inf. - Peninsular & Waterloo
Dutch Infantry - Waterloo
Belgiun infantry — Waterloo



THE BATTLE OF OX LEAS - l6i

Barry Pick

Using Mike Walls Bayonet
Hules, we decided that each side
should in turn place one feature
on the table, each having two
features with a choice of build
ings, rivers, roads, etc.

Each side has a Galloper
and a Saker. Each move has not
been indicated, but each para
graph is roughly one move on the
table.

The battle opened with a
dash by the Musketeers of
Pinchbeck's Regt. for the cover
of the Churchyard followed by
the straining artillerymen with
the Saker. Compton's Dragoons
in the centre likewise spurred
towards the farmyard perimeter
wall. The Parliamentary Army's
first line moved forward in
more stately fashion. The

Yorkshire Militia moving up to
the wood with Whalley's Horse
on their left flank skirting
round it.

With Pinchbeck's Musket
eers ensconced behind theears ensconced behind the

r  I
I  t-.. I

V\

T.crri Loufjhborcugh' s Koise figures,
Henry Herd's Heevy Cavalry 18 figures.
Lord Cor'Ttcns Crrgocns IC figures.
Forlcrn Lope of Pinchbeck's Musketeers. ?0 figures.
Kewcast 1 e ' K i.e;;t. of Foote. 40 figures.
''ir. Ch- ; . Cerr? rds l-egt of Focte 40 figures.
: ir ChoK. Lunsfords Xgt of Fccte. 40 figures.
Pinchbec.vs P1a<,s. 14 figures.
Kings Lifeguard. 40 figures.
Cir rmduke L- ngd-les Northern Horse 24 figures
Prir.rc f ■■ u-rice.'s He; vy Cavalry. 13 figures.

A. Tretons Horse ?4 figures.
B. rl of iusex' l.,if egur.rd. 18 figures.

John Hat'.ftifcns Creencoats. 40 figures.
rl of Ctrirfc-rds Fccte. 40 figures.

Cel. Ckf-.ys TJra.gocns 13 figures.

F. Fen/il Hcl'i es'Foote. 40 figures.
C. T.othi;;n£ Bcrdor Foote 40 figures.
}■ , Haselri/'os Lobrtors 13 figures.
T. Yorkshire Militia • 40 figures.
J. Cc_i. . .vhf llteys Pogt. of Horse. 24 figures.

Churchyard wall and the Saker being unlimbered ,the Royalist first line advances, Langdales Northern Horse
keeping pace on their right flank. Unlike Lord Loughborough,who hung back hoping to draw EssesteLifeguard in
an attempt on Newcastle's left flank much to the unease of the 'Lambs'. In the centre Compton's throw them
selves from their nags and level their carbines on the farmyard wall. Meanwhile the Yorkshiremen begin to
curse their way through the wood. Whalley pauses on the farside to take in the situation. On the western
side of the wood the Parliamentary guns are unlimbered.

Stamford's Musketeers reach the Northern wall of the farmyard in time to catch a volley from the carbines
of Compton's Dragoons and despite the range several musketeers fall. Things in the Parliamentary centre begin
to go awry - the Scots, presumably overcome by religious enthusiasm to convert Pinchbeck's men from their evil
ways - rush forwards. Whalley's Horse mistaking Langdale's frontage straightening for the preparation for a
charge begin to urge their horses forwards. Haselrige seeing that Whalley is at a disadvantage•moves up
causing not a little ill-feeling from the artillerymen to his front. On the Royalist side Lunsford's musket
eers are brought up to flank the galloper which has taken up position in the wood between Church and farm.

The Scots Musketeers are now doing their best to form a rabble and leaving the pikemen behind them. The
first casualties falling to Pinchbeck's muskets - Whalley's Horse probably realising their mistake are now
committed to their charge as the entire cavalry wing of the Royalist side lurches forward. Haselrige's
Lobsters break into a trot - Compton's in the centre have settled down to picking off Stamford's musketeers
who are having no luck at all in their replies. Okey's Dj.agoon3 are hurried forward to counter the galling
carbine fire.

In a terrific salvo from the muzzles of Lunsford and Pinchbeck's musketeers and the two artillery pieces
the Scots charge disintegrates - two stout souls do in fact reach the Blue-coat ranks only to be clubbed down.
Whalley's Horse, much to their surprise and Langdale's discomfort, push back the Royalist Horse. The King's
Guard are sent forward to support the cavalry.

Essex's Lifeguard edge forwards - Lord Loughborough likewise draws level with iWewcastle's Foot and takes
the opportunity to intersperse musketeers from that regiment with his horsemen. Pinchbeck's pikes move up to
support the pikes of Newcastle's Regiment. The Parliamentary guns are keeping up a steady fire on the Chtiroh-
yard. On the right wing nxuabers begin to tell and the Yorkshire Militia emerge from the wood in time to see
Whalley's Horse withdrawing - help is at hand however in the ponderous form of Haselrige's cuirassiers and
leaving a troop of Horse to speed Whalley's men on with pistol fire, the Royalist Horse swings on Haselrige,

Back in the centre Okey's Dragoons make a dash across the farmyard in an attempt to dislodge Compton's
hut are brought to a halt by the telling fire of those worthies. Essex's heavy cavalry seeing that they would
have to run a gauntlet of musket fire before getting to grips cease their advance.

Prince Maurice's heavy cavalry joining the melee near the wood proves too much for the Lobsters and leav
ing a badly mauled Northern Horse fly the field - they are immediately followed up by the Royalist Horse whilst
Whalley still not given a chance to re-form is losing men rapidly. The remainder of Langdale's re-forms behind
the men of the King's Guard. The Yorkshire Militia having only just got into order find themselves alone and
looking down the levelled muskets of the King's Guard only pausing to deliver a crashing volley - the Redcoats
close with the Militiamen after a quick exchange of musket butts the Yorkshiremen follow the example of their
Horse and leave in haste sweeping the artillery along with them in their rout. The King's Guard not waiting to
re-form follows up. COHTIHUTED OH PAGE 29
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Russian Artillery

Guns and Howitzers of the System of 180!

Original research by Pete Perkins
Article and drawings by Dave Perkins

As I wargame exclusively with Russian troops an interest in
their equipment is only natural. Also, being a bit of a modeller I
was not averse to expending a bit of effort in providing my XII Corps

with "authentic" artillery.

An investigation of the available market showed that I wasn't
going to be able to purchase any guns and hence the research.

My brother Pete, while living in London, discovered an ex
cellent source of reliable information and expended a great deal of
effort sketching, measuring and photographing for which I'm indeed
grateful, (He models Prussians and has the same problem.)

These drawings are the results of our combined efforts, and
may the wargaming Russophile never again be heard to mutter "But what
did they look like", for now at least he can have a good idea,

I'm a

V'eanons Underv^gter(torpedoes and the like) Petty Officer with 20

3''ears service under mj'' keel. At present I'm aboard HMOS. Ojibwa

which lovely boat is in a .long refit.

HISTORICAL BaCKGROUiMD

Under the direction of Count Arakcheevwho had been appointed
to head the Inspectorate of Artillery in l802, thht '.arm underwent
a considerable reform.

One of the important changes that took place was the equipping
of the Artillery with modern light-weight weapons designed for
mobility. This new equipment was described as the "System of l805"
and originally consisted of the following guns and howitzers:

2*+ pdr gun
18 pdr gun
12 pdr gun
6 pdr gun

AO pdr "Unicorn" howitzer
20 pdr "Unicorn" howitzer
10 pdr "Unicorn" howitzer
3 pdr "Unicorn" howitzer

The new weapons were first employed during the Battle of
Austerlitz after which action they were adversely commented on by
some senior officers.

Subsequent investigation uncovered defects in the organization
and use of the guns but could find no fault in the weapons themselves.

The little 3 pdr howitzer was withdrawn after Friedland (1807)
and production discontinued. It had been supplied as a battalion
piece but with the separating of the artillery from the infantry it
no longer had a use, being considered too light for the new batteries,

Mc ^ improvements were made after the introduction of thesystem and these are known to have been demonstrated to Fredrick
William III of Prussia in I808,

After, that date the design appears to have remained almost
unchanged at least until the early Ibl+O's,
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FIELD ARTIL.L.ERY ORGANIZATION 1811-12

The basic unit was the Battery of which there were three
principal types;

Heavy - 2^0 men, h twelve pdr guns
^ twenty pdr howitzers and
h six pdr guns

Light - 160 men, 8 six pdr guns and
h ten pdr howitzers

Horse - I60 men, 6 six pdrs and
6 ten pdr howitzers.

The batteries were divided into compani'es, probably by the
groups of like type of weapon within the battery.

Also, the Russian artillery used drums to pass orders and each
company had its quota of drummers.

In the foot artillery the batteries were combined to form
Brigades, each usually consisting of one heavy'and two light batteries.
It was common for each infantry division to have an artillery brigade
attached to it when in the field.

The horse batteries were doled out singly, roughly one to each
cavalry division.

In all there were heavy, 58 light, 22 horse and 29 depot
batteries of the Line plus the 8 batteries of the Guard.

information has been uncovered concerning the makeup
of .he depot batteries or in what manner the siege train was manned
and organized.

GEHEIia HQTEE

Some confusion exists concerning the shell and ball weights
used uo describe these weapons. This is not surprising considering

thl the translatlon'of dofumLtraS ®
^  ̂ a the use of projectile weight is an imorecisereference and should always be taken with a pinch of "Windage".

These notes and drawings have been carefully checked for
accuracy against the source material, and the descriotions used
were obtained from technically reliable references. '

However, neither ray brother nor myself could be described as
more than amateur military researchers and we would welcome further
enlightenments on this subject

THE URICORR HOWITZER

.  ,7.„2°^®tiraes_referred to as "Licorne". This weapon originated
derived its name from the decorative dolphins or

lifting handles, and cascable which were shaped in the form of leaning
unicorns for the handles and a unicorns* head for the cascable. These
features appear in both early and later models but seem to have
been ommitted from the general issue of the "System I805" Such
expensive decorations were probably confined to special barrels at
wiTXS uXII16«

11 the bore was "stepped" with a powder chamber ofsmaller diameter than the bore and. a distinctly flared muzzle.

^1 By Napoleonic times the bore had become par/allel with noflare at the muzzle but tapering to a oone shaped Wde; "She?.
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The vent, or touch hole was originally of the usual vertical
type located on the breech reinforce, however it was later moved to
the top face of the breech and angled into the powder chamber. The
outside opening is shaped to provide a priming cup which feature
became common on all Russian artillery,

I'ixed, or made up, amnunition appears in a very early
illustration of this weapon and consisted of both shell and cannister.

These "Unicorns" were fairly accurate at long range and must
have been really deadly at short range,

ThURIORS (on all Weapons)

Trunion positioning seems to vary with the period of manufacture
Deing found both below and on the barrel 2 ongitudinal centre. All of
the drawings, except for the scrap view oi' the decorative Unicorn
barrel, depict the trunions one diameter below centre.

The shape of the trunions also varies. An illustration depicting
Russian guns( and gunner)e.) in the l830's shows them originating in square
section at the barrel and changing to round, at the bearing point.
CaSChBLES (all Weapons;

In the drawings these are shown to be flattened on their
upper and lower surfaces. This appears to be a peculiarity of the
source material, as actual barrels show them to be full round and
acorn shaped. I must discuss this with Pete next time I see him.

ODD 'iN ERDS

Trail boxes for field guns were shown in the USSR movie "War and
Peace". Whether this is accurate or not I do not know. It should
be noted hov/ever that the cutaway inside the trail cheeks was provided
to lighten the carriage and the transverse strapping on the 6 pdr.
was most likel^y for strengthening.

The box on the light limber (No 6) probably could have been
used for ready-use ammunition while that on the medium limber was
more likely used to stov< spare harness and tools in.

I^ Duffys recently published "Borodino" there is a picture
captioned 'Irench troops abandoning Smolensk", Close examination
however tells another tale. What is actually shown are Russian
dragoons, or more likely, horse gunners, spiking a Russian 6 pdr
(Darned if I know why?). The gun and limber are very interesting as
the} appear tobe a standard light limber and gun adapted to horge
artillery requirements. The limber box is positioned transversely on
the frame making it possible to be used as a seat. Also ther^is a

+  fu outside of the left cheek of the gun which wouldindicate that a gunner could have sat on the trail using this object

What Juat

It should be noted that the small projection on too of themuzzles in the drawings is indeed a "sight": ApparentirthLfwas
what Tho ? ^ foresight but I have not been able to determinewhat. The system however was named after its inventor, Karbonov,



LETTERS

"I feel sure the only reason you are publishing the letters regarding the lack of OO/HO figures is to
keep my name in print and before the public's eye. Joking apart, however the following paragraphs may be
printed by you and these at least give our variation of the situation.

When Minifigs first started producing figures there was a situation which suggested cause for concern
about their parentage and in view of this Dick Higgs at least six years ago instituted the 00 scale of 4nim to
the foot the slightly increased size allowed the designers to put on more detail and consequently the scale
caught on. In the last three years every manufacturer with the exception of one metal and one plastic figure
manufacturer, have changed to our scale so it is unrealistic for a small minority to blame the manufacturer
for 3 situation which has arisen because the concerning wargamer wants good figures.

I do not know how long the authors of the last publication have been wargaming but if it is under five
years they must blame themselves for sticking to the original wargaming size.

On behalf of Miniature Figurines Limited I completely refute allegations that we switch scales as a con-
trick. You will know the situation during the first two years of this Company and why we decided on the 25mm
figure one. I am delighted to reply to Mr. Button's letter that Miniature Figurines decided that 25mm figures
were the popular demand and as 99^ of other manufacturers have decided to design to this scale we have been
proved right,

I full appreciate the attitude of these wargamers who have collected over the last 7-10 years, and
suggest that I am in the same boat as both my armies are in 20mm scale and unfinished. Despite having the
production possibilities they will unfortunately remain uncomplete a) because I cannot find all the mastersand
b) because I do not have the time to paint them if I had them.

I could go on for hours but will not do so as I have no wish to be dogmatic about the lack of HO/OO
figures but conclude by suggesting that this period has not been popular for some years now nor has the avail
ability of figures and therefore the ball must bounce back into the court of the person who knocked it towards
the manufacturers in the first instance,"

Neville Dickinson (Miniature Figurines),

ooOoo

"Having read your editorial in the November Wargamer's Newsletter, (which I agree with) I am sending you
this very small article on the Peruvian Invasion of Bolivia in 1841, with a few details aa-towhy this happened,
I hope Major Jump will be satisfied? Here it is:-

General Andres Santa Cruz wished to join the countries of Bolivia and Peru into a union. (in the same
way as Simon Bolivar's plan for a Great Colombia, which was made up of the Captaincy General of Venezuela,
the New Kingdom of Grenada and the Presidency of Quito, 'modern Ecuador) he was invited by the deposed Presi
dent of Peru, General Orbegoso, to intervene in Peru and to depose General Gamerra. So in 1835 Santa Cruz
advanced into that Country where he defeated the Peruvian Army, he then assumed control of the Government,
reorganising the nation into three Provinces, These were Bolivia under President Jose Miguel de Velasco,
Northern Peru under General Orbegoso and Southern Peru under Pio Tristan. These became one country under the
title of "Confederacion Peru-Boliviana" with Santa Cruz as Supreme Protector,

and

In 1839 Chile and Argentina decided that this partnership was too strong for comfort/sent their armies
against Santa Cruz which defeated him at Yungay on the 20th January 1839, which is south-east of the city
Concepion, Also at this time (before the Battle of Yungay) a revolution against Santa Cruz was started in
Bolivia by Jose Miguel de Velassoo and Jose Ballivian declaring the Confederation abolished. Santa CrUZ
was compelled to resign and to leave the two countries.

Later a Peruvian congress annulled all the acts of Santa Cruz and adopted a new constitution on the 18th
November 1839, this provided a bicameral congress, with the election of the exeoTTtive for a six year term, the
President was General Gamerra, Meanwhile in Bolivia, Ballivian revolted against Velasco, causing a civil war.

In 1841 General Gamerra invaded Bolivia which was still in civil war, but the Bolivians united against
him under Ballivian and defeated General Gamerra on the 20th November at the Battle of Ingavi - it was near
the mountain of Ingavi (Yngavi) which is south of La Paz, The Bolivians had 3,800 troops whereas the Peru
vians had 5,200 troops. The Peruvian army was routed and General Gamerra was among the killed. Peace was
signed on the 7th June 1842,

Sources! "A Dictionary of Battles" by David Eggenbergerj "Dictionary of Battles" by Thomas Harbottle;
"Latin American History" by A.Curtis Wilgus and Raul D'Eca and "Latin America" by German
Arciniegas,"

T.D,Hooker of London,

—ooOoo—-

"I am very pleased that Mr, Ibsy (Isby?) of New York regarded my article in "Newsletter" No,149 in the
spirit in which it was intended - as did everyone else I have contacted since I wrote the article, I quite
agree that the whole object of the hobby is defeated if the subject is taken too seriously - I was only re
marking on unimpressive displays arranged for the public which can only damage the hobby and all connected
with it, in the hopes that the organisers of such exhibitions may make a little more effort to portray war
gaming as it should be.



Incidentally, Mr.Ibsy (Isby?) - I know my name is a long and tedious one, but I am very glad you were not
around in the Anglo-Soottish border country in the seventeenth century - or I am afraid my ancestors would have
retaliated to your deliberate error with three feet of broadsword - very uncivilised but difficult to argue
with!!!"

Philip Haythornthwaite of Nelson, Lancashire,

—-ooOoo—-

"Having just finished reading "Napoleon's Army" by Rogers I feel that your review in October's Newsletter
does it less than justice. On the basis of the review, X do not think anyone would be inclined to rush out and
buy the book, but it seemed to me that it was one of the most useful books, from a wargamer's point of view that
has been published for a long time.

For the first time that I have come across, the operations of lower level units than divisions and corps
are dealt with in some detail, which is after all what mosv wargamers are trying to recreate. Consequently it
is possible to gain some impression of the confused and often "bitty" tactics that were characteristic of
Napoleonic warfare, as opposed to Frederician linear tidiness, without oneself having to do extensive research
into often unobtainable first hand sources.

The illustrations add to this effect in a way that the usual run of teohnicolour single figure illustra
tions would not have done, besides which Detaille's engravings have a certain charm and deserve to be republished
in a generally available form. The relatively low price (compare "The Cavalry Army" reviewed in the same issue,
priced at £4.75p for the same number of pages) ensures that it is relatively easy to afford, and could not have
been achieved had all the plates been done by Gerry Embleton. Besides there are a hundred and one uniform books
already available, any one of which is adequate for the creation of a wargames army. What has not been generally
available has been a book dealing with the French Army of the period as a subject in its own right, rather than
as part of Napoleon's success story. My only complaint is that the cover illustrations are liable to get dirty

and torn, so that it is a pity they are not repeated inside."

Richard Brooks of Southampton.

ooOoo

"A Peninsular Protest? I sit here feeling hurt and bewildered by your reference to my conduct at Almeida
(October Newsletter). I am sure it was someone else you saw attempting to slip a disc, furthermore, to scotch
any further rumours of a like nature I claim:-

1. I was not the person who split his coat pocket carrying 24 lb of shot in it!
2. Neither was it one of mine which rolled up and down the luggage rack on the way back to Ciudad Rodrigo,

threatening every wine bottle in sight.

I feel that our staunch Gibralterian, Eric Prescott, deserves special praise for his magical ability to
conjure omelettes and steaks from the most unlikely places, (even the French found foraging difficult in Spain).

Frantically saving my coin for 1975."

John C. Lawler of Southampton.

-—ooOoo

"I am .setting up a big army of the Crimea, Russian, French, English, Turkish and Italian (Piedmontese), al
though it is very difficult to find really exhaustive works on this period (save for the English). I find mostly
difficult to get any notice about Russian flags. Can somebody help me?"

Leonardo Fortune, Piazza Mascagni 60, 50127 - Firenze, Italy.

ooGoo—-

"Had a visit last week of the editor of the Vancouver Sun, Jack Hutchings who is also Regional Director for
the West Coast Canadian Model Generals Clubs. He defeated me in one hour! I commanded the Prussians at
Gravelotte (August 1870) while his III Empire French under Marshal Bazaine forced my Prussians back (in spite of
General Goeben's arrival with reinforcements) all the way to VERDUN!!!"

Gerard de Gre of Ontario, Canada.

ooOoo

"I have just read "Wargamer's Newsletter" May issue in which it is stated that you will be willing to accept
new subscribers and as I am not living in Moscow or Peking.

I am a 54inm figures collector of the British Army during the 1870-1945 period. I have been able to buy
several Britains, but nowadays these are no longer in our market so I have to make my own models either in balsa
wood or transforming plastic figures. I am very much interested in tanks, but I have only been able to buy a
few Centurions and only two Chieftains. The only book I have been able to get is "The Royal Armoured Corps" by
Captain J.W.Murland of the 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards,

You will never be able to imagine what it would mean to me to be able to receive "The Tank". I would like
to know how much it would cost me if you send it to me by registered Air Mail as a Printed Matter. I thank you
very much all the kind attention you will grant to my request.

E.N.Bergero, J. de Salterain 1224 ap.l6, Montevideo, Uruguay.

(This letter was received by the TANK magazine (JoTimal of the R.T.R.) after it had been mentioned in a
Newsletter editorial).
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Must List
On the right is the latest addition to the Airfix 54nun

Collectors Series - an infantryman clad in one of the styles
of xmiform adopted by the patriots after the declaration of
the War of the American Revolution in 1775« Because of the
many variations of uniform, the model provides great scope
for conversions and ideal for a small diorama. The kit can

be made up in at least five different ways - as an N.C.O.
carrying the spontoon; as a standard bearer; as a trooper
carrying a musket or tomahawk or as an officer with a sword.
The pack is embellished with close-up colour views of the
model which can be used as a painting guide and there is a
template to be used when cutting the belts and straps of the
uniform from the thin plastic sheet provided. This 21-part
kit produces a model approximately 2^ inches high with fine
detail of musket, water bottle, ammunition pouch, back pack
and uniform. Its price is 25p - and you can't do much better
than that!

ana uniiorm« izs price is ^^p - ana you can'T. go mucn DexT;er A/rf/x's new American

"than 'thai/!

rations provided in the kit

Coming down the scale a little - how would you fancy
being able to churn out as many 40mm wargames figures as you like? This is now within the reach of all of us
by using the fine Tinoasting kits obtainable from the sole U.K. distributors K. and G. Marketing Limited, 8
Front Street, Cullercoates, North Shields, Northumberland. The kit sent me costs £2,56p and contained a rubber
mould for a modern (presumably Swedish infantryman), a ladle, a clamp and three small ingots of casting metal.
The kit comes with full instructions and the back of the package is made exciting by niunbered pictures of the
range of available moulds. They include a ten-piece set of modern Swedish infantry and cavalry; sports figures;
cowboys and Indians (the cowboys could well be used for American Civil War) but perhaps most exciting of all a
sixteen-piece set of cavalry and infantry of the Seven Years War period. 1 imagine the latter, painted up,
would look great and would certainly make'a-fine wargames army. 1 do not know whether the moulds can be
purchased separately but 1 imagine that this is possible.

Naturally, 1 like to include in this review all the latest wargames figures but these arrive on the scene
so quickly and in such large numbers that unless manufacturers actually tell me what they are putting out it
is hard to keep track. For example, when escorting my son to MINIATURE FIGURINES the other day (he has become
sufficiently misguided to start collecting and painting Middle Earth figures!)- 1 saw large numbers of miniatures
completely new to me. Neville Dickinson, seemingly the only man who works on Saturdays down there, said that
they were some of their latest out-pourings and 1 have no details. Suffice to say that whatever you write about
Miniature Figurines range is out-of-date before the page gets printed! The same obviously applies to HINCHLIITE
Models Limited (the latest news 1 have from them is culled from their adverts which reveals that Mediaeval
infantry and cavalry were the latest range at that time). GREENWOOD AND BALL keep up the good work as their
latest advert indicates. In smaller scales we have news of an extensive range of liJOOmodern Micro armour and
Infantry made by HEROICS, that enable you to re-fight Korea, the Arab-Israeli Wars or Warsaw Pact v NATO hypo
thetical conflicts. Of course, they are in addition to their earlier ranges of Romans; American Civil War and
Napoleonics.

TRADITION have really moved fast with their 25mm range of wargames figures and their latest list is an eye-
opener. Do you know that you can obtain in the Napoleonic range - British (including Royal Marines); French;
Austrian; Polish; Bavarian; Spanish (including Irregulars); Russian; Prussian; Dutch-Belgian and Brunswick
figures in both infantry and cavalry. The English Civil War range, which can also be used for most armies of
the Thirty Years War, then the 18th Century are well covered by the Marlburian Period; the War of the Austrian
Succession (these figures are suitable for most European armies of the period); the Jacobite Rebellion 1745;
the Seven Years War range includes British, Prussian (including Potsdam Grenadiers); and French. The American
War of Independence is coming to the fore with its bi-centenary next year and Tradition have turned out a fine
range of figures covering the British Army (line, light and artillery); the American Army (including Continental
infantry in hunting shirts, riflemen in coonskin caps and Red Indians) plus artillery. Prussian figures of the
Seven Years War period can be used for the German mercenary regiments in this war. The Crimean War period is
very well covered and includes British Army foot figures of Guards, Line infantry. Rifle Brigade, Highlanders,
Foot Guards in greatcoats, British Line infantry in greatcoats; there are Foot artillery and British mounted
figures of Light Dragoons. The Russian Army includes infantry and foot artillery. The American Civil War (my
first love and one which still holds considerable attractions) has a good range of Union Army foot figxires in
cluding General Staff, infantry, the 5th New York Volunteer Zouaves, Berdan's Sharpshooters, the Garibaldi
Guard (59th New York), the Iron Brigade plus Union artillery, dismounted cavalry and cavalry, including Rush's
6th Pennsylvania Lancers. The Confederate Army have their General Staff including Lee and Stuart then there
are infantry including Zouaves; artillery and cavalry, including Terry's 0th Texas Rangers. British Colonial
Wars are very well covered and include Victorian line infantry. Highland infantry, Gurkhas, Indian Army and
Indian Army artillery. There are 21st Lancers so that you can simulate their charge at Omdurman and Indian
cavalry. The enemy are represented by Zulus; Dervishes of the Sudan including Emir, Hadendowah (Fuzzy Wuzzy);
Jihadia riflemen, the Khalifa's mounted bodyguard and Taaishi warrior on a camel. There are also available
Boer commandoes both on foot and mounted and a range of North-West Frontier tribesmen - Pathans in characteris
tic positions. The Franco-Prussian War includes French, Prussian and Bavarian infantry and no doubt cavalry
will follow. The First World War has British, German and French infantry and, placed here because 1 cannot
think of anywhere else to put it,a Samurai foot figure. Ancient armies are not neglected and the Tradition
range includes Romans both on foot and mounted; Ancient Britons; Gauls; and the Norman Conquest period is
covered by Normans and Saxons. The latest Tradition range appears to be Indian Wars of the 1880's and in
cludes United States Cavalry apd mounted Plains Indiana together with their warriors on foot.

One rather novel entry in the Tradition catalogue is the King's Troop Royal Horse Artillery, renownedofor
their musical drives and for the firing of salutes on State occasions. The range includes a British RHA 15pdr



field gun and limber; six different types of artillery horses with correct harness; a driver mounted on a
horse; and an officer and four of the gun-team firing the Salute. This could be used (with a different gun)
for say the Crimean War period or it would make a fine mini-diorama.

Still going down the scale, I hear from The OtD CHAHI) (New Hope Design, Rothbury, Morpeth, Northumberland)
that they are importing from America a range of 20mm GHQ Napoleonic wargame figures which they say "may be a
sop to your disgruntled correspondents". The price has not been finalised as packing may have to be altered
for this country but will probably be in the region of 6p for a foot figure and about 12p for a horse and about
the same for the rider. David Winter,the Director of New Hope Design,makes a valid point when he writes "So
many people seem to think that figures of quality can be knocked out in vast numbers at little cost. I am
sure you know the economics of this business as well as the rest of us and, frankly, we are all subject to
competitive pressures. Any decent metal is now costing up to 65p per lb and that means even a simple wargame
figure has Ip worth of metal in it. Add moulds, machine time, sculptor's time, casting time and all the rest
and it becomes clear that most makers are not profiteering!" I understand that the Old Guard, after their re
cent move, are getting straight and are remaking a lot of moulds on the Old Guard list and there is a whole
lot of new stuff to go through. They hope to be back on schedule by the time you read this.

Moving down to 15mm scale, Peter Laing has moved to "Minden", Button St. Nicholas, Hereford HRl JBD. Al
though madly disorganised by moving, Peter has sent me along a number of samples of his new Mediaevals which
you will find listed in his advert in this issue. They are a most exciting range and wonderfully detailed for
their small size - figure A902 Cannon on elevating mount and A911 the trebuohet has to be seen to be believed.
I also thought that A901, the small bombard, is very fine. Peter's new "1000 Series" is a good idea, contain
ing "link" figures which increase the scope of a series. His first items are Scottish but can be used in con
junction with items from 100 and 300 Series for the Jacobite Rebellions of 1715 and 1745 or they can also play
their part with Montrose. In the assortment of other new items which Peter lists,the Gardner gun and the
Maxim gun sound interesting - I wish somebody turned these out in 50mm scale!

This is a fine month for information on new figures which, seeing that its Christmas time, is highly appro
priate. Barry Minot of 20 Watling Street aistree, Herts, now trades under the name of HINOTS MINIATURE
ARMOURY. Those of us who have seen his 30mm Napoleonic figures know their superb quality; his range includes
some unusual small groups cast on one base such as three guardsmen with a standard and a wounded guardsman
being tended by a cantiniere.

PHOENIX MODEL DEVELOPMENTS LTD have issued an informative catalogue and handbook which includes articles
about the hobby, British Military Band Formations and uniform.* colour schemes; painting details for the English
Civil War; Marlburian period; British Colonial and Napoleonic periods. The price of this catalogue is about
25p I think but you had better write.

From America 1 hear that STAN JOHANSEN MINIATURES of 41-4 Hidge Road, Naugatuck, Conn. 06770, has a range
of 20mm figures which are relatively unique in that they include modern Russian paratroopers; U.S. Army wearing
flak jackets; several missile launchers with crewmen and a 120mm mortar with crewmen; Vietcong and Green Berets.
All are sold in sets ranging in price from 15 to 50 cents (U.S. currency no doubt). In 30mm they turn out
figures for Napoleonic Wars; American Revolution; Japanese Samurai Ancient Egypt; Assyrians; Greeks and Mongols,

McEWAN MINIATURES of 380 "D" Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84103, have an interesting list of 25mm figures
including Mediaeval; Normans; Vikings; Turks; Romans; Greeks; Napoleonic; Fantasy Figures plus an extensive list
of extra parts. Their catalogue can be obtained plus a sample of two figures for about 75p but again you had
better write.

ROSE MINIATURES, 15 Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE18 3ST, have a small but interesting range of war-
games figures but this month I am talking about their, latest 54mm figures with a recommendation that Individual
Skirmish fans take a look at their American

Revolution figures. How about this range of #
Mesoiithic figures for a small Individual I
Skirmish? There are three objectives present
and the spearman can either defend them from
his predatory mates or even hold off some ^
fantastic animal! Unpainted these figures V
sell at £1.18p including V.A.T.

Moving on to military vehicles, AIHFIX \ %
have turned out a much needed HO/OO scale | ^ ^ ^
Japanese Chi-Ha tank, their particular model ! \fcj
being the commanding officer's tank of No. 3 J W
Squadron No.l Tank Division in Maylaya in ' fltn*
1942. This Type 97 Medium was the main -.gy.
battle tank of the Imperial Japanese Army
during World War II and saw service in China

and the Pacific, although it was no match for Allied tanks. Nevertheless, it provides an interesting and long
awaited vehicle and will open up some new Pacific Island battles, using Airfix wargames figures.

In much smaller scale are the 1:200 Mercator tanks imported from America by MICRO-MOLD of 1-2 Unifax, Woods
Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex. These are excellent models with absolutely fantastic detail and finish. The two I
have are the Cromwell VII and the German PzSpw 221/22 armoured car. These models are absolutely beautiful but,
you get what you pay for and the Cromwell costs 97p and the German armoured car 72p but they are already painted
and able to go straight into action. For 8p you can obtain an interesting U.K. price list from Micro-Mold, This
firm are in the final stages of preparing some Bellona scenic pieces to compliment the 1:200 scale Mercator
models and I am sure that these models and scenery can be used to great advantage along the lines suggested in
my book "Tank Battles in Miniature Western Desert Campaign" or in the forthcoming book by Bruce Quarrie "Tank
Battles in Miniature - No. 2 The Russo-German Campaign". Of course, both these books are published by Patrick
Stephens.

Although I have not seen these Japanese produced models one reads about them and they seem to be rather



exceptional. Prom FTJJIMI can be obtained a ls76 scale kit to make the Porsche "Elefant" self-propelled gun.
Obtainable from REN-MODELS of 6? Pitzroy Street, Cambridge, at 65p, they can be obtained by mail order. Prom
the same source came the Hasegawa Kubelwagen in 1:72 scale at 40p and a Pujimi 1:76 scale Kubelwagen and BMW
motorcycle combinations at 60p. Prom RICHARD KOHNSTAM LTD the English importers can be obtained Nitto 1:76
Panther G and BMW sidecar kit. HASEGAVA have also put out an interesting 1:72 scale kit of the Chaffee light
tank used by the Americans during the closing days of the Second World War but extensively in Korea. At 40p
this kit is said to be good value for money and can be obtained from Ren-Models.

I am always quite happy to admit that wargaming is not only a hobby that requires model figures but is
also (and possibly to a greater extent) practised through the use of boardgames. To attempt to keep up-to-
date with the prolific outpouring of these boardgames is impossible and readers who wish to do so are recom
mended to buy such publications as John Mansfield bi-weekly Newsletter SIGNAL obtainable from P.O.Box 850,
CPPO 5056, 757 Baden Baden 1, West Germany, at eight copies for fl.OOp. In his latest issue, John tells a

sad story of a fire at the Avalon Hill box plant which has delayed production of their latest game PANZER
LEADER. The same firm have seven new games on the stocks - Third Reich; Basketball; Alexander the Great;
Anzio; Chanoellorsville; Jutland and Panzer Leader. Magazines such as Strategy and Tactics and Conflict,
provide games with each copy - the former magazine has just put out a special feature on the American Civil
War which included a game and which has been reviewed in this issue of the Newsletter. Of course, if you
want to buy games or get catalogues, etc., there is'^only one place in Great B^itain and that is Simulations-
Publications U.K., P.O.Box 46, Altrincham, Cheshire WA15 6PE.

Earlier I mentioned perhaps in rather scathing fashion, that my 15 year old son had gone overboard on
Fantasy wargaming. Seemingly he is in good company because Miniature Figurines claim to be selling as many
figures for this and Science Fiction games as they are for Napoleonics these days! It would seem that the
rules are little different to those used in ordinary wargames because, unlike conventional rules where one
infantry battalion has a tendency to act like another. Fantasy rules have to be different and change from
one group to another. The most recent British rules are called WIZARD AND WARFARE, composed of 18 large
pages that are said to be easy to follow,with an index at the back. The price is 50p and they can be obtained
from LEICESTER MICRO MODELS, 50 Walcot Walk, Netherton, Peterborough, England. Of course that is the same
place as you can obtain the fantastic range of 1:500 scale tanks and naval vessels in suitable scales for
table-top warfare.

An indignant letter from Mary Gammage of ROSE MINIATURES says:- "Thank you for showing some of our 50mm
Napoleonics and 25mm Colonial troops in the latest edition of Wargamer's Newsletter. It is just rather a pity
that the article alongside which they were pictured did not refer to our models!" I hope that the plug for
their latest figures on the previous page mollifies Mary, who also writes:- "Re the letter from Mr.Keats in
November Newsletter - the reason why WE charge extra postage for Forces overseas, along with other people
abroad, is to cover the extra time involved in making out Customs documents! This should not apply to maga
zine sendings, but anything chargeable HAS to have these - not only those on the packet but the duplicates
which we have to get stamped by the Post Office and file for checking by the V.A.T. inspectors, to prove that
what we say we have exported free of VAT has in fact been sent to an address overseas!"

15 peter laing
Ideal for Wargames + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)

'MINDEN', SUTTON ST.NICHOLAS. HEREFORD. HRl 5BD.

NEW MEDIEVAL "900" SERIES:

P901 Longbowman firing.

F904 Man at arms standing, with spear,
F907 Dismounted knight with raised

sword.

A9O6 Man for carrying ladder (at
least 2 required).

A902 Cannon on elevating mount.(I2p).
A901 Small Bombard (6p).

F902 Longbowman marching.
F905 Crossbowman firing
F908 Dismounted knight with glaive.

A904 Kneeling gunner.
A908 Man with sword for climbing

ladder.

A905 Cannon on fixed mount, (l2p)

A907 Ladder (6p).

P905 Man at arms marching, )
F906 Crossbowman loading. )
F9O9 Handgunner firing. )
A905 Standing gunner, )
A910 Crew for A909 (at least 2)

required). )
A911 Trebuchet (4 pt kit). 24p.
A909 Battering ram (6p).

M9OI Mounted knight with lance, horse walking (with'
caparison).

M905 Mounted knight with sword, horse charging
(without caparison).

M905 Mounted knight with war hammer, horse walking
(armoured).

M902 Mounted knight with lance, horse charging
(with caparison).

M904 Mounted knight with mace, horse walking
(with caparison)

"1000 SERIES"

This series will contain 'link' figures which may serve to increase scope of more than one series. The
first items are Scottish and may be used with items from 100 and 500 Series for the '15'or '45' rebellions or
with the 500 Series as Montrose's army.

FlOOl Highlander with Lochaber axe

FIOO4 Highland drummer
FIOO6 Highland clansman with clay

more and shield

FlOlO Lowlander firing

P1002 Highland chieftain with musket
and shield

FIOO7 Lowland musketeer on guard
FIOOS Advancing Highlander
FIOll Mounted Highland officer (8p).

PIOO5 Highland piper
FIOO5 Highland standard

bearer.

FIOO9 Highlander firing

A121 Mortar (2pt kit) 12p
A122 4 wheeled mortar cart l6p
AI25 4 wheeled baggage cart l6p
AI25 Gabion 12p

OTHER NEW ITEMS

A414 Assyrian chariot (5 pt kit) 12p
A415 2 man crew for above 6p

(A410 suitable horse, 2 required) 6p
A4I5 Ballista (2 pt kit) 12p

A616 Gardner gun (5 pt kit) 12p
A617 Crouching naval gunner 4p
A618 Standing naval gunner 4p
a619 Maxim gun cart (5 pt kit) 12p



VANTED BY PRIVATE COLLECTOR;

5Amm HAND-PAINTED, MILITARY MINIATURES, STADDEN

PREFERRED, BUT OTHER MAKES CONSIDERED. WILL BUY ONE

OR WIOLE COLLECTIONS, NO MATTER HOW MANY. EXPECT TO

BE IN ENGLAND WITHIN THE NEXT 6 TO 8 WEEKS, SO PLEASE

WRITE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, STATING PRICE, AND DESCRIBE

IN DETAIL, IF.POSSIBLE ENCLOSE PHOTO OF YOUR COLLECTION.

WILL TRAVEL ANYWHERE IN U.K. IF YOUR COLLECTION IS

SUBSTANTIAL.

ONLY FIRST CLASS V.'ORKTLVNSHIP AND ONl.Y THE 5^imiii

SCALE IS OF INTEREST.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO STATE YODTi TELEPHONE NUMBER AND

TIME MOST CONVENIENT FOR YOU TO BE CONTACTED.

JENS P. NIEl.SEN

8909 SOUTH LEAVITT STREET

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS 60620

u:s.A.

Telephone (312) 233-2686.



IT'S A FIELD-DAY FOR MODERN WARGAMERS THIS MONTH. HEROICS
HAVE PRODUCED THE FIRST BATCH OF AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 1/300
MODERN MICROARMOUR AND INFANTRY. NOW YOU CAN REFIGHT
KOREAN BATTLES, ARAB/ISRAELI WARS OR WARSAW PACT v NATO
SHOULD YOU SO WISH.

WARSAW PACT
Infantry Pack
Support Pack

755

762

PT76

ZSU57 (SPA)

10p with
Rotating Turrets

BTR60 APC 1
BTR60 (with Swatter nriissiies) | 8d
BMP76 APC (with Sagger missiles) J

IVIIL Mi4 Attack Helicopter (3 in pack) 50p
Sukhoi Fu7 (Ground attack jet) 15p

BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS THERE WILL BE
OTHERS RELEASED AS WELL. RULES 1950-75
ARMOUR/INFANTRY W.R.G. £1.05

NATO

Infantry Pack
Support Pack

Chieftain

Centurion Mk. 13 lOp with
M48A2 Rotating Turrets
Leopard

«

Scorpion
FV432 APC

Ml 13 APC

M3 i Track
Jagd Panzer Rakote
Marder APC ,

Bell Iroquois Attack Helicopter (3 in pack)
Skyhawk Ground Attack Fighter
Jaguar Ground Attack Fighter

FOR THOSE WHO PREFER AN EARLIER EXCURSION INTO TIME WE HAVE
THE HEROICS ANCIENT RANGE, DESIGNED FOR THE ROMAN CIVIL WARS
AT PRESENT, MORE TO FOLLOW LATER.

MAPI ROMAN INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)
MARS ROMAN LIGHT INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)
MAR4 ASIATIC INFANTRY (50 FIGURES)

ALL ABOVE 50p FOR PACK

MACW1 50 EEDERAL INFANTRY

MACW2 50 CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

MACW3 50 SKIRMISHERS

MACW4 21 CAVALRY

MACW5 6 GUNS & CREWS

MBN1 50 BRITISH LINE INFANTRY

MBN2 21 BRITISH DRAGOONS

MBN3 6 GUNS & CREWS

MBN4 50 BRITISH LIGHT INFANTRY

MBN5 50 HIGHLANDERS

MBN6 21 SCOTS GREYS

MFN1 50 FRENCH LINE INFANTRY

MFN2 21 FRENCH LANCERS

MFN3 6 FRENCH GUNS & CREWS

MFN4 50 FRENCH TIRRAILLEURS

MFN5 50 FRENCH OLD GUARD

MFN6 21 CHASSEURS A CHEVAL

50p
per pack

50p
per pack

TRiREME

Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and con
ditions employed by the Greeks
and Persians at the time of the
battle of Salamis. For 2 to 4 players

£3.40 post free in U.K.

SEA STRIKE

An ultra modern warfare game.
Surface ships, missile systems, sub
marines, espionage, military bud
gets. All the problems of warfare
1974.

£4.60 post free in U.K.

DECLINE AND FALL
Huns V. Goths v. Vandals

all versus
The Roman Empire

If you haven't already played this
game it's time you did.

£3.50 post free in U.K.

WARGAMES RULES LAND BATTLES
1000 BC to AD 1000 (W.R.G.) 90p
Wars of the Roses Medieval (Decalset) 60p
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 50p
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 50p
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 65p
19th Century Warfare (S. L. Warlords) 60p
Colonial Skirmish Rules £1.20

Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 50p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 90p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.I I
(Skytrex) 50p

Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 55p
1950-19^ Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.05

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 70p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 50p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 60p
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) 40p
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 50p
World War II Naval (Leicester) 55p
Galactic Warfare Rules 50p

HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE SHOP, LOOK FOR THE SIGN

15 WOLLATON STREET, NOTTIIMGHAM
(Near the Victoria Centre)

THERE ARE MINI FIGS, HINCHLIFFE, GREENWOOD & BALL,
OLD GUARD, FLEETLINE, M. J. MODE, LASSET AND MANY
OTHER MANUFACTURERS, PLUS GAMES BY S&T, WRG,
CONFLICT, GAME SCIENCE AND MANY SECOND-HAND.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OF ALL OUR

PRODUCTS SEND A STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED

ENVELOPE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

POSTAGE & PACKING 10% UP TO £3, OVER £3 FREE

OVERSEAS RATES: 30 Vo SEA MAIL, 60% AIR MAIL

SeUTFliX
DEPT. MM9, 28 CHURCH STREET.

WYMESWOLD. LEICESTERSHIRE
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A tank's greatest threat is still another tank, says the expert

Tanks still no easy target
ONE YEAR ago, at the start of
the Yom Kippur war, Moshe
Dayan faced Israeli editors to tell
them the shattering impact of the
small Soviet missiles on the
Israeli force of tanks. " Ever>'
tank that comes close." he said,
" is hit by these missiles and is
put out of action."
Once the smoke of war Wad

cleared, the Stockholm Inter
national Peace Research Institute
found that " tanks were lost at
a rate of more than, one every
15 minutes . . . demonstrating
an increasing vulnerabili^ of
tanks to highly mobile anti-tank
missiles." The land ironclads
seemed to have had their day.
But now one of the world's

leading tank experts, Richard
Ogorkiewicz of Imperial College,
Mas told American strategic
scholars that all claims for mis
sile success against tanks have
" proved to be greatly exag
gerated."
He is scornful of fears about

the future of the tank; " the
justification for any doubts about
the future of tanks," he told the
strategists, " must be sought . . .
in the potential threat to tanks
from guided missiles, rather than
actual performance so far." .
And he argues that any effec

tive anti-tank missiles " will them
selves have to be mounted in
armoured vehicles. This is pre
cisely why anti-tank guns have
been mounted in armoured
vehicles and why tanks have been
the most effective anti-tank
weapons."
He described anti-tank missiles

that have to be man-handled as
an anachronism, " just as towed
anti-tank guns are largely a relic
of the past."
Ogorkiewicz claims that if any

military tradition is going out of
fashion it is the use of infantry

in areas where armour can be
deployed. And where infantry
is still needed, in jungle opera
tions or mountain terrain or in
security operations such as that
in Ulster, the circumstances
remove the need for the infantry
to carry anti-tank weapons.
He admits that " a significant

number" of t anks was knocked
out by missiles during the Yom
Kippur war. But, he says, " a far
greater number was destroyed
by the guns of other tanks."
The Russian-made missiles used

during that war had the power to
penetrate steel to a depth more
than five times their diameter.
But the thickness of steel they
could penetrate with lethal effect
was much less. The tank was not
as perilously vulnerable as it
seemed.

More sophisticated armour, like
the German-developed mixture of
steel, aluminium and a ceramic
material, will cut back the
effectiveness of even the largest
anti-tank missile.
The larger the missile, the more

its potential power to slice
through the walls of a tank. But
to keep the missiles mobile, once
tbey reach a size beyond the
power of men to carry them,
means mounting them in suitable
vehicles.

Even existing hand-held
missiles have a very limited
mobility on the battlefield. In an
attack, the missiles are reduced
to being " relatively ineffective."
And in a defensive operation, the
crews can be hit easily unless
they are in fortified positions,
which reduce their mobility to
zero and risks tbe defenders being
out-manoeuvred.

So, Ogorkiewicz argues, the
anti-tank missiles will have to be
mounted in. armoured, vehicles.
Instead of a new style of warfare.

with suit-case sized missile
launchers, armies will still need
tanks as carriers for anti-tank
weapons.

Ogorkiewicz doubts whether
helicopters are any answer to the
problem of deploying the new
generation of mini-missiles.
" They are capable of reaching
engagement positions in a fraction
of the time required by ground
vehicles," he admits. " They are
vulnerable, however, to less
powerful weapons than tanks are
and they still have to show that
they can operate in the face of a
sophisticated enemy."
The sheer cost of helicopters,

compared with tanks, makes
existing figures from US-German
trials seem misleading, he argues.
At Ansbach two years ago, trials
produced a " kill " ratio of 18 to
one, with far more tanks killed
than helicopters. But for any
sort of cost-effectiveness, the ratio
would have to be that high. And
Ogorkiewicz also points oilt that
the strategists of tank warfare
have tended to neglect defence
against air attack.
" Now the importance of pro

viding tank units with ground-tb-
air weapons is generally being
recognised, belicopters will find
it increasingly more risky to
venture forward," he says.

If Ogorkiewicz is right, his
argument upsets the usual con-
clnsions about the Yom Kippur
war. The Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute, a con
servative among academic insti
tutions that study war, thought
the success of missiles meant that
non-aggression couzS be cost
effective as well as a desirable
policy. A hand-held, wire-guided
missile costs an army far less
than a solidly-'built tank.

Tony Geraghty



THE SKIRMISH LINE p.r ADAPTING THE COLONIAL RULES FOR LARGER GAMES
(More ideas from Johnson's Crossing )

by Ian Colwil I jff

The level of complexity of a skirmish game depends on the number of figures being used.
The more figures being used the simpler the rules need to be and this is achieved in a
number of ways.

The main method is to reduce the amount of personalization. Instead of giving each man
his own set of abil ity factors, it is necessary to give al l men of one experience rating the
same abil ity factor in the two types of abil ity, firing and fighting. So:
All Novices have an abil ity of 2; Averages have an ability of 5; Veterans an ability of 8.

It wil l also help if a man's experience rating can be discovered purely by looking at the

figure. Some differentiation between types can usually be achieved quite simply. Eg:

ZULUS Novices have black shields.

Averages have black and white shields.

Veterans have white shields.

BRITISH Novices are clean shaven.

Veterans are al l NCO's.

Averages are not NOO's but are not clean shaven.

FOREIGN Novices have khaki kepis.

LEGION Veterans have white kepis and service stripes.

Averages have white kepis and no service stripes.

BOERS Novices are clean shaven.

Averages wear brown coats and are not clean shaven.

Veterans wear black coats and are not clean shaven.

A second simplification is to divide the larger force into groups based on ability. With

Zulus this is fairly real istic but it can not be done with European troops without sacrificing

a l ittle historical accuracy.

A further simplification concerns firing. Where a row of Britisti are firing at a mass of

charging natives, take the average percentage chance and use it for each man's throw, be he

veteran or novice. The target should be the man directly in front.

For wounds, assume any serious hit on the larger force is sufficient to put that man out for

the duration of the game. A l ight wound will cause delay but will not throw the wounded

figure to the ground. That way he should be able to catch up.

Efficient record keeping, particularly recording percentage chances in melee also helps

enormously. Paperwork should not be dismissed as cumbersome. If it is wel l organised

it can easily cope with these numberis.

Finally, it helps, and adds greater pleasure and realism to the game, if the number of

players involved can be increased. The Johnson's Crossing game was played in the first

instance with two players but a second time with three British players and ten Zulu players.

It is not therefore impossible to fight relatively large games with the Colonial Skirmish Rules.

As long as a one-to-one situation applies, these rules with their percentage firing and melee

systems can cover al l possible incidents. Try it and see. We would appreciate your com

ments for inclusion in a future issue. Our address: The Lazy B, 13 St.Decuman's Road,

Watchet TA23 OHR, Somerset. * * *



NOTTS WARGAMES ASSOCIATION
1974 NATIONAL CONVENTION COMMITTEE

This years convehtion was held at the co-operative Educatii})nal Centre, Broad st.
Nottingham, it proved a tremendous success with over i,500 people attending,' some i5 trade
firms were present including edi the main figure pro^cers. Games were played in all six
Championship periods plus the junior and individual competitions.

Before I list the results l would like to mention one or two interestitig matches.

In the quarter finals of the senior competition, ancient period, that vetetan campaigner
Steire Reed from lyoi'thing, met peter Qilder of Hinchcliff fame, from Hull', The gaine was
interesting but experience w^ the key factor and steve pulled it off. The leading team after
the first round wes Birmingh^ of the vest Midlands with 26 points, closely pursued by
Sheffield of the North East with 23 points.

in the next round the two enemies of old met again, steve Reed and Dave Millward of
Birmingham. The umpire, phil Barker of the Wargame Research Group, told me afterwards that
it could have gone either way and was not decided until the last morale throw. But in the end
it went to gteve and he went through to the final, scores at thfe enfl of the semi—final round
North East 43 points, Vest Midlands 36 points.

In the afternoon,between the two senior rounds, the individuals and the juniors had begun.
The Middle Earth attracted a good deal of attention, Mhidens in distress. Dragons eating
Wizards and so on,

probably the most popular individual game was the Gladiatorial combat which seemed to be
raging all day, in the fabulous Halifax ouilt arena. Of course we had the usual Western Gun Fight
Colonial and S & T board games,

NOW came the climax of the weekend, the final round on the gunday. .First away were the
juniors battling it out in the three most modern periods, Napoleonic, A.C.W. and WW II. The
individuals were soon to follow, and at l2 noon the senior finals, got under way. A3 usual the
ancient and Napoleonic games attracted the la-rgebt audiences, but all games were well supported.

probably the most interesting final wa.s the Msdieval, This game was played by two lads who's
homes are in Mansfield, b'ht since Notts did not enter a teain this year, and both were away at
university, they decided to play for the regions that their universities wece in. Alan Cook
for Bradford and the North East, Dave Kirkpatrick for gurrey and the south East. The game proved
to be the most good humoured of the championships and after 3 hours of wargaraing and 3 recounts
Alan came out on top by a mere li points.

Everyone seemed to have an enjoyabl® and entertaining weekend. The trade went away happy,
the competitors fulfilled, the speptiators a little more knowledgable, and the Notts organisers
completely shattered but with a hapdsorae profit,

REaULTo OF ThE l974 MTIUsAL WaRGAWEo CUliViirriUN

ANCIENTS Wirmer S. REED Wortliing SE region
R/up C. TOTFLAS Manchester NV region

MEDIEVAL Winner A. COOK Bradford NE region
R/up D. Kirkpatrick surrey SE region

I6th,' Century Winner G. GUSH Tun Wells SE region
R/up A, MASON Birmingham Wi region

NAPOLBONIC Winner G, GLASS Bristol
R/up S. Bernie Halifax

SE region

NE region

A.C.V,

W 11

Winner R. COOPER Sheffield NE region
R/up P, Stansfield Manchester M region

Winner B, COOKE Birmirihara W14 region
R/up J. GOODALE Halifax NE region

JUNIORS

RAPOIiBONlC Winner B. DONALDSON Mansfield
R/up D. JENKINS Bristol



Bristol

peterboroiigh
A.C.W. J. DART

D» SAK3BY

Vinner

R/up

P. VEMON Mansfield

J. BRIGKLEBEGK peterborou^
WW II Winner

R/up

INDIVIDUALS

T. HERBERTCOKJNIAL Winner

WESTERN GUN FIGHT T. VTNNWinner

GLADIATORIAL p. BERRIWinner

A. CUMMINGSS & T Winner

Winner ft

SENIOR TEA4 RESULTo (FOR AIRFIX TROPHYj .

MIDDLE MRTri

Notth East region Sheffield 5l points
West midlands region Birmingham 43 points
South East resgion Tun Wells '39 points

■ JUNIOR TEAM RESULTS (jl)R lALi^imGS TROPHYj

Mansfield 2o points
Bristol I3 points
Peterborough 6 points

B^T SENIOR PLAYER (FOR CHARGE TROPHY)

B. COOKE Birmingham WW II

BEST JUNIOR PLAYER

B» DONALDSON Mansfield Napoleonic,

Now available a fully comprehensive set of

rules for American Civil War Wargames,

including sections on snipers, fortifications,

siege weapons, engineers, bridge building

and steam ships. A companion volume to

Napoleonic Warfare by T. J. Halsall and

A. M. Roth recently published. Both sets

are available from T. J. Halsall,

48 Gloucester Road, Newbury, Berkshire.

Prices (inc. postage)

The American Civil War 70p.
Napoleonic Warfare 65p.

Leicester Wargam.es and dier Society



BOOK

REVIEWS
PRACTICAL WARGAMING by C.P.Wesencrsft. (Sf" x 3i"i 187 pages; 9 pages of photographs; numerous blsck-and

white line drawings and diagrams. The Elmfield Press - £5.80p).

My old friend Charlie Wesencraft is a very smart, bright and original wargamer and the very lively style of
this book is in complete accordance with his character and temperament. As its title suggests, it is slanted
towards the practical aspects of the hobby as were my earlier books and as such adds lustre to existing litera
ture of the hobby. Covering military periods from the Romans up to the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, each
section consists of brief although comprehensive notes on the historical/tactical aspects of the period. Then
there are sections on various types of troops, evaluating them under headings - Protections; Movements; Weapons;
Formations; Tactics; Morale and a general summary. This is very good and of great value to the wargamer as are
the numerous formation diagrams illustrating the tactical disposition of bodies of troops throughout the ages.
Among the innovations and original thoughts that are plentifully present, 1 particularly like the Weather
barometer" and the "Punk Board" - both ideas that practically improve our table-top battles. Black-and-white
drawings and formation diagrams are very good but the photographs are below the standard of the rest of the
book, being very much "model soldiers" backed by no terrain of any notable style. 1 will be interested to hear
(and probably will) why Charlie only saw fit, in his bibliography, to list five authors out of the dozen or so
who have written books on our hobby and why out of the thirteen wargames books 1 have written, only Wargames
and "Advanced Wargames" are mentioned?

NAPOLEONIC WARGAMING by Bruce Quarrie. (8^" x 5i"> 64 pages; 32 photos and 21 line drawings. Patrick
Stephens Ltd - fl.20p).

This is Ho. 4 in the Airfix Magazine Guide book series and is written by Bruce Quarrie, Editor of that
magazine. A nice and knowledgeable fellow, Bruce is not only a good writer but a practising wargamer and this
book indicates that he has not been labouring in vain!. The book discusses such basic wargames aspects as time,
space and scale; organising a Napoleonic Array; real-life Napoleonic strategy and tactics and its table-top
simulation. There is a complete set of playing rules based on those used successfully over a long period by
the North London Napoleonic Wargames Group. By Nations, the book outlines the organisations of various Napo
leonic armies and^possesses the original idea of presenting a leadership attack/defence factor table where all
the best known commanders of the period are rated. There are tables of various types of soldiers all n+- c/
nations, giving factors of fire, melee, morale, control and movement under varying conditions and the faculties/
tactics of the various arms are discussed and explained. Besides discussing the organisation of a campaign, the
book concludes by listing model soldier manufacturers and has a bibliography. A good buy at this price in this
day and age.

MILITARY MODELLING by Gerald Scarborough. (8^" x 64 pages; 83 photographs; 95 line drawings. Patrick
Stephens Ltd - £1.20p).

After the Editor's introduction this book is grouped under four main sections - 1. Basic tools, materials
and techniques; 2. Military transport vehicles; 3. Armoured cars and half-tracks; 4. Tanks and other
tracked vehicles. Under these headings it provides step-by-step instructions for converting a variety of Airiix
plastic kits into numerous trucks, armoured cars, half-tracks and tanks that were used in the Second World War.
Each conversion project is accompanied by a full-scale plan, photographs and where appropriate, "exploded view
assembly sketches. It ably describes the logical forward step in model making by transforming the assembly of
kits straight from the box into a relative art fomim

It is a pity that this low-cost Airfix Magazine Guide No. 3 bears exactly the same title as my own book,
published in 1970 by Kaye and Ward - an author has a right to expect reputable publishers to avoid such errors.

THE BATTLE FOR BERLIN by John Strawson. (8f" x 5i"; 182 pnges; 29 photographs; 7 maps. B.T.Batsford Ltd.
- £2.60p).

Written by a soldier with a long war record, now Chief-of-Staff to H.Q. United Kingdom Land Forces, this
book has a much wider scope than its title might suggest. The author approaches the subject matter very ably
so that the word PGR rather than OP in the title is a critical key to the book. John Strawson concentrates on
the political/military strategy aspects of the closing phases of the war in lucid fashion and, as a summary of
the overall strategic situation and course of the war throughout 1945. "this book is concise and most interest
ing. The maps and liberal distribution of photographs well illustrate the text. The occasional short personal
accounts of the situation at "the front" appear a trifle incongruous wh»n compared to the rest of the text,
particularly to those with a definite slant of interest towards the purely military aspects of this stage of
the war.

(Reviewed by Stephen Douglas).

RULES FOR WARGAMES - NAPOLEONIC WARFARE by T.J.Halsall and A.M.Roth. (Soft covers 12" x ef"; 42 pages;
published by Leicester War Games and Model Soldier Society - 65p including postage).

Members of the Leicester Wargames and Model Soldier Society, the authors are practising wargamers and
Trevor Halsall has notched-up numerous sucoesses in the Wargames Championship Convention. In fact, these
rules are a revised version of those used in the 1970 to 1975 National Wargames Championships and are claimed
to be the culmination of four years research and three years intensive play. It is not easy to review a set
of rules without playing to them but the fact that they have been used in Championship contests provides a
clue to their type and style. Sets of wargames rules come in two types - those for •parochial wargaming
among friends where there is little need for the written word and those, such as these we are reviewing, that
have to cater for every possible eventuality that may occur in contests between wargamers who might well

CONTINUED ON PAGE



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - November 1974. Well illustrated articles on 54mm modelling in the Crimean period;
Renaissance Warfare - Persians and other Easterners by George Gush; British Army Uniforms - Marlborough's
Grenadiers; much on aircraft plus reviews of latest books, figures, kits, etc.

AHQUEBUSIER - September/October 1974. Magazine of the Pike and Shot Society, this includes much stimula
ting material for those who vargame in this period. It includes historical extracts from books of the time;
The Siege at Constantinople; Civil War in Cheshire; The Swedish Army in the l6th Century; The Swedish Army in
the 17th Century; The Civil War in North Wales plus book and figure reviews etc.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - September-October 1974. Contains a historical article on the Battle of the Bulge;
Night Panzerblitz Rules; A Beginner's Primer on Board Wargaming; plus details of new games, boardgame technioLues
and tactics, etc., etc.

BATTLEFLEET - No.11. Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society contains articles on the activities in the
Russo-Japanese War; plus reviews of models, forthcoming events, etc.

THE BULLETIN of the Military Historical Society - August 1974. Badges of the Service Battalions of
Kitchener's Army 1914-1919; Report by D.F.F. on the Society's Tour of the Peninsular Battlefields in Spain and
Portugal, April 1974; plus details of badges, books, etc., etc.

THE COURIER - VI.5. This magazine of the New England Wargamers Association always has interesting material
in iti This one contains articles on the Opposing Armies during Trajan's Dacian Wars; Morgan's Rifles; The
American Revolution; The Crimean War - The Organisation of the Russian Army; Napoleonic Strategy Game; A Points
System for Rules; Time and Distance in Wargames; Building an American Civil War Rocket Battery; plus reviews of
figures, books, etc.

EUROPA - No.2 - September 1974. This European magazine, published by Walter Luc Haas, Achilles Bischoff-
Str. 6, CH-405;, Basle, Switzerland, deals with just about EVERYTHING in a gloriously mixed manner. Boardgames
and their availability; Continental hobby-shops; Diplomacy; Wargaming products; book and magazine reviews;
correspondence (lively!); names/addresses, etc., etc. But not much about military miniatures.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY - Club Magazine - October 1974. Still going strong this lively Club pub
lication contains articles on The Ten Years W?.r in Cuba 1875-187G; The Seven Weeks War of 1866; Adaptations for
Middle Earth Rules; Numidians in Battle; plus correspondence and reviews on figures, books

PANZERFAUST - No.65. Mostly about boardgames contains reviews of the game Seven Days; Napoleon's Victory
at Waterloo; Panzerblitz; Battle of Gettysburg; Austerlitz; The Disposition of the German Army June-December
1944; Computerised Boardgaming; Individual Western Gunfight Report plus reviews of books, correspondence, etc,

SOLDIER - November 1974. The magazine of the modern British Army contains articles on the Royal Signals
Military Museum; plus other articles on Army activities with good reviews of books, records, etc.

SWORD AND LANCE - No.4. Still keeping its head above water in spite of all the difficulties of producing
a magazine in these hard times. Contains illustrated articles on Wargames for the Young Enthusiast; Conversions;
War Tales; Fantasy Wargaming; Questions and Answers; an early Japanese battle; Forming a Persian Wargames Army;
the Universal Carrier; Figure and book reviews.

WAR MONTHLY. Although this is number 10 it is the first 1 have seen of it and 1 find it quite impressive.
It can be obtained from Marshall Cavendish Ltd., 59 Old Compton Street, London WIV 5PA, subscription price of
^-5.50p per annum, 40p per copy. Very well produced by professionals, most of its writers are also professionals.
Such as James Lunt writing on the Aden Crisis with some excellent photographs. Then there are well illustrated
articles on Iwo Jima; The Fairey Swordfish; Arras 1940; Anti-tank Guns; Battle of the Yalu - China versus Japan
at sea in 1094. Every article interesting and well produced - 1 hope this magazine lasts in these crisis-ridden
days.

BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH (Continued from Page 9)

The men of Stamford's Bluecoats finding their Dragoons unsuccessful retire out of the line of fire be
hind the farmhouse. Compton's seize the opportunity and enter the hoitee. Gerrard's Regiment scramble over
the wall after them into the yard.

Holies' Foot seeing their left wing routing towards them stoutly face the oncoming rabble of fleeing
militia and victorious King's Guards. This proves the final blow for Parliament, on seeing the exposed flank
the Musketeers of Pinchbeck's and Lunsford's Regiment move forwards.

With levelled pike the men of Holies' Regiment hold the tide of Royalists for a moment, but after a volley
into their right flank from the advancing musketeers and the sight of the Royalist Horse on their left flank
they too break in flight taking with them Stamford's men who are still beset by carbine fire from the upper
windows of the farmhouse.

Hampden and the remaining Horse hold the field long enough to give their comrades a head start before
retiring themselves. Leaving the King's Army in possession of the field and their baggage.



NOTICE BOARD
FOR sale/exchange - well painted 25mm metal soldiers any period. S.A.E, with offer to Dave Watson, 125

Hookfield, Harlow, Essex, CM18 6QL.

—ooOoo

THE NORTH FARHBORODGH WARGAMBS SOCIETY meets at The Farnborough Community every Friday evening 7 - lO.JOpm,
No Membership fees, but lOp admittance. Age limit 16, All types of land periods, and World War II and Napoleo
nic Naval in 1/1200 scale.

President - M.E,Puller, 94 Dye Copse Avenue, Parnborough, Hants GU14 SDY.

—-ooOoo-—

WANTED: Painted 20-25mm Napoleonics. Please send selection and price list to R.Kent Haryett, 9727-141
Street, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

ooOoo

WHITEHALL WARLORDS. The Whitehall Warlords are a new wargames club open to all Civil Servants who are or
become members of the Civil Service Recreation Centre. The club will meet regularly at the Recreation Centre,
which is underneath the Department of the Environment offices in Marsham Street, London S.W.I.

Everyone interested will be welcome at the first meeting in the Bridge Room at the Recreation Centre, at
6 p.m. on Monday, 9 December. Please contact Mike Horah, 55 London Road, Haokbridge, Wellington, Surrey, or
John Norris; Hillside, Jackson's Lane, Highgate, London N.6., telephone 01-540-1920 (evenings), for more
details.

---ooOoo

There is a good article ontheBattle of Sahagun (1808) by D.G.Chandler in the November "History Today. The
Editor spent two hours on this field with David Chandler (during the Military Historical Society Peninsular Tour,
April 1974) and he really knows all about it!

ooOoo

THE BIGGLESWADE MINIATURE WARFARE GROUP wishes to contact other Clubs and individuals in their area. New

members welcomed. Write to David Hatch, Honorary Secretary, 10 Oak Crescent, Biggleswade, Beds.

ooOoo

THE HALIFAX WARGAMBS SOCIETY has now moved to new premises at the Thrum Hall Cricket Club, Thrum Hall Lane,
Halifax, Yorkshire. The Club now meets on Wednesdays from 7-10.30 p.m. and Saturdays from 2-5.30 p.m. This is
not a rigid venue and we are allowed to use the rooms on any other night if wishes.

Any enquiries should be addressed to me at c/o 1 Laithe Field, Branch Road, Barkisland, Halifax, Yorkshire
HX4 OAE.

ooOoo

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOH, signed by the author. Send cash with order

to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.

V.'ARGAPiES - The original text book of wargaming. £2.20p. ($6.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45P' ($7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. ($5.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. ($7.00^.
VJARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. ($7.00). (Reprinting October 1974 when it will cost £2.65p ($8.50)).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. ($9.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.II - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. ($9.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10p. ($9.00).
BATTLE MOTES FOR WARGAHERS - Fifteen battles, from 45BC to Korea in 1953. £5.20p. ($9.25).
SOLO V/ARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. ($7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. ($3.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15p. ($6.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN. £5.00p.- ($8.50).
POITIERS 1356~ (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.15p. ($3.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. ($5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £5.35p. (?(9.50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. ($13.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £5.75p. ($11.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. ($5.0o).



7^^^=* SPECIALISTS IN METAL
(ftWi ^ MILITARY MINIATURES

103 WALSALL ROAD -LICHFIELD-STAFFS

Telephone: LICHFIELD 53180

WE are a Mai! 0 rder Eompany.
stocking most of the major figure makes

Miniature figurines,basset,Eameo, !
Sanderson, 0ldEuard,'Hintontiunt, plus —
tlinchliffe 54 mm i^e no wn, af v's.
Leicester micro tanks, Rirk micro tanks,

—and the fantastic —

Plaka Paints ! and lots more.
Why not send 5p in stamps for our lists

you know It makes sense

A. A. JOHNSTON
MILITARY BOOKS AND PRINTS

All manner of Military Books stocked, new and secondhand including a large range of imported titles, es
pecially ca-tering for the wargaming enthusiast. This last year saw many difficulties over prices, with im
ported consignments varying in price with each shipment. This year in an endeavour to save correspondence we
will supply inprint titles POST FREE PGR CASH WITH ORDER (please mention "Wargamer's Newsletter'?). Specific
titles obtained to order if not in stock. Below are a few from our extensive range: Post free for Cash with
Order:-

MODEL SOLDIERS - A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by Peter Blum. Paper Covers 75p;
hardbound £1.50p. EUROPEAN MILITARY UNIFORMS by P.Martin. 11^" x 9". Hardbound £1.75p. A Colouring Book
of SOLDIERS from the AMERICAN REVOLUTION by C.A.Risley and W.F.Imrie. x 11". Softbound £1.45p. THE
BOOK OF AMERICAN INDIANS by R.B.Raphael. Hardbound £1.80p. BEST PHOTOS Of The CIVTL WAR by H.D.Milhollen
and J.R.Johnson. Hardbound £1.80p. CIVIL WAR IN ENGLAND by J.Lindsay. Hardbound £2.00p. How to Play WAR
GAMES IN MINIATURE by J.Morschauser. Hardbound £2.25p. THE ART OF WINNING WARS by J.Mrazek. Hardbound ?
£2.30p. JAPANESE ARItY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-45 by R.Dilley. Softbound 85p. WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS
1938-45 by T.Hartmann. Softbound £1.00p. GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 by D.Nash. Hardbound £1.25p. Soft-
bound 65p. INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS I88O-I914 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £1.75p. UNIFORMS of the NAPOLEONIC
WARS in Coloxir 1796-1814 by P.J.Haythornthwaite, illustrated by J.Cassin Scott. Hardbound £1.65p. BATTLE
NOTES FOR WARGAMERS By D.F.Featherstone. Hardbound £2.95p. FRENCH NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY by M.Head. Hard
bound £1.25p. LITTLE WARS by H.G.Wells. Hardbound £1.70p. Softbound 75p. TANKS and Other ARMOURED FIGHT
ING VEHICLES 1900 to I9I8 in Colo\ir by B.T.White. Hardbound £1.25p. GERMAN HALF-TRACK VEHICLES 1939-45 by
J.Williamson. Softbound 50p. GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS 1939-45 by P.Chamberlain and C.Ellis. Softbound 50p.
SCOTTISH REGIMENTS AND UNIFORMS I66O-I9I4 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £l,50p. AMERICAN CIVIL WAR CAVALRY by
M.Blake. Hardbound £1.75p. ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR II by A.Mollo. Hardbound £1.50pr Dept of the Army
(U.S.) RECOGNITION GUIDE of AMMUNITION AVAILABLE TO, OR IN USE BY, THE VIET CONG, Softbound £1.40p. THE
SCOTTISH HIGHLANDERS AND THEIR REGIMENTS BY M.Brander. Hardbound £2.50p. THE GERMAN OFFICER CORPS in
Society and State I65O-I945 by K.Demeter. Hardbound £2.50p. THE BATTLE OP ARNHEM by C.Hibbert. Hardbound
£1.25p. LUDENDORFF Soldier, Dictator, Revolutionary by D.J.Goodspeed. Hardbound £2.75p.

- plus every other title published of possible interest to Military Modellers and Wargamers togbther
with the usual titles by Donald Peatherstone. We are Official Distributors for Imrie/Risley; DO Enterprises
(Militaria Magazine); Military Arms Research Service; Military Collectors' Service; Hourtoulle Plates; Le
Plumet Plates; and Knotel Uniformenkunde Plates.

DEALERS' ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PITNEY, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, ENGLAND



UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR

PRUSSIA
PUBLISHED BY GREENWOOD & BALL LTD.

A must for all collectors and wargamers, this,

NO- 1 in a new uniform reference series (paper

backed only) is now available to your Model

dealer and Book shop. Containing 22 Uniforms

in colour, 13 Standards in colour and many

useful black and white illustrations, a good

handy reference, long overdue for this period.

Future books will cover the other armies

engaged in the Seven Years war. No. 2 already

being compiled deals with the Austrian Army.

Order your copy early and start building

at reasonable cost a comprehensive library on

the Seven Years War.

Publication date December 9th PRICE NO. 1 .85p plus .1 Op postage

61 WESTBURY ST., THORNABY-ON-TEES TEESIDE

D FOUR OF TODAYS LEADING NAMES

BY GREENWOOD & BALL LTD



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

I • • < ̂ ; • .*

S.E.G.O.M.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

CARoe

IMPER.ALE C?
i  i'EmpereurNAPOLEON t.rij'

iUrSEOiMENT .***.

5. • . .1

MICHAEL'S MODELS
\.^y^nL£YJ 646-648 HIGH ROAD,

N. FINCHLEY, LONDON N12 ONL

BARCLAYCARD AND PAYBONDS WELCOME
EASY PARKING CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY MAIL ORDER A PLEASURE PHONE 01-446 6531
NORTH LONDON STOCKISTS FOR LES APPLICATIONS RATIONELLES DRILLS

NEW KITS ITALAEREI: PzKpfw 38(t) £1.60
ITALAEREI: GOTHA GO-242 ASSAULT GLIDER M40-75/18 SEL-PROPELLED GUN

PLUS KUBELWAGEN CAR 1/72Scale £1.60
CAN BE MADE ALSO TO GO-244 FIAT TANK M13/40 £1.60
TRANSPORTER £1.60 MARDEN III 38(t)

ESCI: 1.72 SCALE HANOMAG Sd. Kfz. 251/1 54p ANTITANK GUN PAK40 ... 80p
1-72 SCALE PzKpfw III AUSF. M. ... 54p POSTAGE Bp PER KIT

Avalon Hill Games
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE

The Avalon Hill General is dedicated to variations of
strategy of Avalon Hill Games. Historical articles, and
useful background information of current Avalon Hill
Games.

Subscriptions 6 issues £3.60 post free. Single copies 60p.

6 MIDWAY (Carrier Warfare in the Pacific) £4.90
7  BATTLE OF THE BULGE (Ardennes 1944) £4.90

8  BLITZKRIEG (Hypothetical Strategic Modern Warfare) £5.35
10 KRIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare) £5.35
11 PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Front

W.W.II) £5.90
12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany) £5.90
13 ORIGINS OF W.W.II (The Power Struggle preceding

W.W.II) £5.901  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battle of the American Civil War) . . £4.90 14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's invasion of France) £5.90
2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon) £4.90 15 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR (Tactical Aerial Warfare W.W.Ii) ... £5.90
3  D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944) £4.90 16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt in the Wilderness) £6.50
4  STALINGRAD (The Turning Point of the Russian Campaign) £4.90 23 TACTICS 11 (Two Nations in Conflict) £3.95
5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43) £4.90 24 '1776' (Loss of the American Colonies) £6.50

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE Retailers' Inquiries welcomed
or in case of difficufty, direct, p.&p. 30p per game 646 High Rd., N. FinChley N12 ONL 01-445 6531



lUittrior
metal miniatures

25mm. Wargames Figures.

NAPOLEONI CS. Bri tish, French, Prussian, Austrian,

Russian and Spanish.

Officers, Standard Bearers, Drummers,and Arti l lery

crews for oi l arms.

OTHER RANGES available.gree ks,Romans,gauls,

G OT H S, N O R M A N , S A X O MS , T U R K S, a n d a large selection of

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

PRICES. Infantry. 7ip Caval ry.lBp
catalogue lOp from Mai l Order Office

23 GR OVE ROAD,

LE IGHT ON BUZZARD,

BE DS. LU7 8S F

U.S.A.
Dl ST Rl B UT ORS

C.S.&D.INC.

731 So. University Blvd.

Denver

Colorado.8 02 09

KjRWAN DISTRIBUTORS

1516 Montclai r Place,

Ann Arbor.

Michigan



WALL MODELS LIMITED
Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday

Directors; Eric W. Knowles
and Ivy B. Knowles

WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER AND
MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

BANDAI SCALE PLASTIC KITS
'  ALSO

FULL RANGE OF NAVWAR WARGAMES SHIPS
1/1200th and 1/3000th SCALE NAPOLEONIC AND PRE-DREADNOUGHT PERIODS

PLUS:-

OUR USUAL RANGES FOR THE WARGAMER
All Inquiries welcome; but please enclose s.a.e.

UNDER £5 — ADD 20p

OVER £5 — POST FREE

MAIL ORDER TERMS

OVERSEAS: SURFACE MAIL — ADD 30%

AIRMAIL — ADD 60%

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK, LONDON E12 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508

Sword and Lanco
for all military enthusiasts

Edited by A. S. Watson and G. J. North

The new style monthly Publication
which Military enthusiasts should not be
without.

28/32 pages each month of Articles,
Book and Model Reviews, advice and help
for the young enthusiast.

This and lots more for the Wargamer,
Modeller and Militaria enthusiast.

Subscriptions from the Publishers £3.40
for one year. Sample copy 30p.

Further information from

38 CONISCLIFFE ROAD

DARLINGTON

Co. Durham

Phorre: Darlington 61920 (0325)

'Under X A

Two

Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, ^
Wigmore Street, London W.l.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS & MODELS FROM:-
Arms & Armour, Almark, Blandford, Ian Allan, Pan, Sphere and
many others

Osprey, Gurkhas, Armies of the American War
1812-1814, British Army in America 1775-1783, Napoleon s Polish
Troops, at £1.50 plus P & P.

From Hinchliffe, Napoleonic dismounted Chasseur a Cheval with
horse, also 54mm. RHA 1815. sitting limber crew, and new 75mm

"models of 'Street Cries' Hot Chestnut Barrow!
Milk Float. Knife Grinder s Cart, also 54mm. Napoleonic Officers for
the Regency Series.

New Lanzknechts from Lasset, other quality models and accessories
Labayen, Sanderson, Rose, Series 77, Men '0 War Trophy
Stadden, Historex, Minot, Garrison, Humbrol, Campaign' Colours'
Imrie/Risley, Bugle & Guidon, H-R Products, Rubin, Vallance'
Superior Models. Valiant, Cavalier, together with finely painted
figures, small cameos and dioramas of impeccable standard

t I Open Men.-Sat. 10-5 p.m

WIGUORE STREET -

J
— OXFORD STREET —

Regret no lists
available but mail

orders supplied on
any specified items
U.K. and Overseas.



mHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

October 1974 additions to range

54 mm EQUIPMENT ^
ME/G/15 British Colonial 2.5 in RML gun (screw gun)
ME/G/IS Catling Gun U.S. Model 1865 Jj^ ̂
54 mm FOOT FIGURES (F)

F44 Havildar standing with binoculars M

F45 Indian Gunner kneeling by gun i
F46 Indian Gunner kneeling with shell

F47 Indian Gunner crouching over hand spike

F48 Indian Gunner kneeling with ramrod

F49 U.S. Union Soldier cranking Gatling Gun ^
F50 U.S. Union Soldier with Gatling Gun magazine n
F53 Guards Drummer Boy 1815 in nonchalant pose on campaign

75 mm FIGURES (75)

75/37 95th Riflleman 1815 in nonchalant pose

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.

We recommend for all our products

54mm RANGE
54mm CAVALRY (C)
C8 Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard Officer, standing by horse.
54mm Artillery Riders (R)
R7 British Napoleonic Royal Horse Artilleryman, Limber or Ammunition wagon rider.
54mm Foot Figures (F)
F42 British Napoleonic Guard Infantryman, standing in nonchalant position.
54mm Foot Figures (F)
F43 British Napoleonic Guard Sergeant, standing in nonchalant position.

75mm RANGE

75mm Figures (75)
75/29 British 71st (Highland) Light Infantry Private, standing

in an 'on guard' position.
75/30 British 27th (Inniskilling) Private, standing in an 'on guard' position.
75/31 W.W.II. Waffen SS Panzer Grenadier advancing, entrenching tool and

stick grenade in hands, schmeisser pistol slung round neck.
75/32 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing bonnet

de police and plain pack with blanket roll, standing firing musket.
75/33 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing

bearskin, bicorne in pack, standing firing musket.
75/34 French Grenadier de line en tenue de route 1805-07, wearing bicorne,

bearskin in bag above pack, standing firing musket.
75/35 W W.ll. Panzer Grenadier in casual stance holding machine pistol.
AMERICAN WARGAMERS & COLLECTORS

The manufacturer of our products is at your service
from the capable hands of Miniature Figurines U.5.A.
Inc., 4311 Lemmon Avenue. Dallas. Texas 75279, U.S.A.
To whom all your inquiries should be addressed, trade
inquiries welcomed.

Please note -

25mm foot now 9p. Cavalry lOp.
Horses 11 p. 54mm foot and
artillery riders £1.13.

lU^STRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.



TP4DITI0N 23mm WARGAHE FIGUPES PRESENTS...

THE AMEDICAN CIVIL WAD DANCE
Designed by David Scheinmann

The ultlaate range of figures to satisfy the requirements of the wargamer and the diorama

maker in re-creating the battles of the American Civil War. These finely detailed figures

are cast in white metal and are all available NOW.

the Union Annj
DHIOH QEHERAL STAFF

US1 Qeneral in full dress
US2 General with field glasses
Q83 Staff Officer with map

OWIOM INFANTRY

01 Officer advancing
02 Standard-bearer (NCO)
03 Drummer
04 Private firing
05 Private advancing
06 Private marching
07 Private kneeling firing
08 Private advancing at high port
09 Private falling wounded

ZOOAVES (5th NEW YORK VOLS.)

0Z1 Officer advancing
0Z2 Standard-bearer

0Z3 Drummer
0Z4 Zouave firing
0Z5 Zouave advancing
0Z6 Zouave kneeling firing

BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS

BS1 Officer advancing
BS2 Bugler

BS3 Private firing
BS4 Private advancing loading
BS5 Private kneeling firing

GARIBALDI GUARD (39th NEW YORK)

GG1 Officer advancing
QG2 Private firing

GG3 Private advancing
GG4 Private advancing high port
QG5 Private kneeling firing

IRON BRIGADE

IB1 Officer advancing
IB2 Standard-bearer

IB3 Drummer
IB4 Private firing
IB5 Private advancing high port
IB6 Private advancing
IB? Private kleellng firing

ONION ARTILLERY

A1 Officer with field glasses
A2 Gunner with ramrod

A3 Gunner with shot
Ak Gunner pulling lanyard

UNION CAVALRY (DISMOUNTED)

UC1 Officer pointing sabre
UC2 Guidon-bearer

UC3 Bugler
DC4 Trooper firing carbine
UC5 Trooper carbine at high port
UC6 Trooper kneeling firing

UNION CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

UCM1 Officer charging with sabre
UCM2 Guidon-bearer

UCM3 Bugler
UCM4 Trooper charging with sabre
UCM5 Trooper charging with pistol
UCM6 Trooper firing carbine
UCM7 Trooper falling wounded
UCM8 Officer shouldered sabre

UCM9 Trooper shouldered sabre

RUSH'S LANCERS (MOUNTED)

nCM10 Trooper charging with lance
UCM11 Trooper shouldered lance

the C.& Army
CONFEDERATE QENERAL STAFF

CS1 General Robert E. Lee

CS2 General J.E.B. Stuart

CS3 Officer with field glasses

CONFEDERATE INFANTRY

C1 Officer advancing
C2 Standard-bearer (officer)

C3 Drummer
C4 Private (hat) firing
05 Private (kepi) advancing
C6 Private (hat) high port
07 Private (hat) kneeling firing
C8 Private (kepi) firing
09 Private (hat) advancing
010 Private (kepi) high port
011 Private (kepi) kneeling firing
012 Private (hat) marching
013 Private (hat) loading
014 Private falling wounded

CONFEDERATE ARTILLERY

A5 Officer waving kepi
a6 Gunner with ramrod

A7 Gunner with rope and bucket
a8 Gunner with case

CONFEDERATE ZOUAVES

Z1 ' Officer advancing
Z2 Zouave firing

Z3 Zouave advancing
Z4 Zouave kneeling firing
Z5 Zouave standard-bearer
Z6 Zouave drummer

CONFEDERATE CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

CCM1 Officer charging
COM2 Guidon-bearer

0CM3 Bugler
CCM4 Trooper charging with sabre
CCM5 Trooper firing carbine
CCM6 Trooper falling wounded

COM? Officer shouldered sabre

CCMS Trooper shouldered sabre

TERRY'S TEXAS RANGERS (MOUNTED)

TRM1 Officer

TRN2 Ranger with shotgun
TRM3 Ranger with pistol

AND A NEW RANGE.

the Indian Wars
UNITED STATES CAVALRY (MOUNTED)

IW1 Officer charging with sabre
IW2 Trooper firing pistol
IW3 Trooper with raised carbine
IW4 Trooper firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (MOUNTED)

IW5 Chief with lance
IW6 Warrior with raised carbine
IW7 Warrior with club
IW8 Warrior firing carbine

PLAINS INDIANS (ON FOOT)

IW9 Warrior firing carbine
IW10 Warrior firing bow
IW11 Wartlor with axe and knife
IW12 Warrior advancing

Horses are available In four
positions:
Standing, Walking, Cantering
and Charging.

Foot Figures 9p* Artillerymen lOp, Staff Officers and Standard-Bearers 12p.

Mounted Figures 21p. (horses lip. riders lOp.)

Please add postage to all mail orders

TRADITION l88 PICCADILLY

Telephone 01-734 1352

LONDON W1



I
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''fl
CAPTURE THE 95th RIFLEMEN!fAi rfix have j ust added

^e95th Rifleman to their
magnificent Collectors
series.

So now you can construct
lis remarkable model and
apture in every detail all

the excitement of the men who hel ped
defeat Napoleon at Waterloo!

This superb 54mm scale model
not only shows al I the deta i Is of the
uniform, but also comes complete""^^^
with an exact replica of the
famous Baker Rifle.
It even contains optional
parts so that it can be
assembIed i n either a^W|/J
standing or kneeling

InfacttheAirfix Collectors series
contains some ofthe finest historic
^ military models available.

Takeforexample,the
British Hussars,
the2ndDragoon

y. (Royal Scots Greys), or
the Polish Lancer
(1st Reg. Lancer ofthe

al l really excellent kits care- L
fullymodelledtobeexactin
every way. And al l produced
tothe incredibly high
standard of realism

The world's bissest range of construction kits.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


